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INTRODUCTION

The Lower Pioneer Valley Regional Planning Commision (LPVRPC)

contracted with the New England Farm Worers ' Council in the fall of 1982 to

survey Hispanic households in the City of Holyoke, Massachusetts in order to

complete Phase Two of a transit marketing project to increase bus

ridership among Hispanics in the Springf ield-Holyoke area.

This report summarizes the findings of the PVTA survey in Holyoke.

Section I of the report lays out the main objectives of the survey,

details the data collection process and the sampling strategy adopted.

Section II provides a socio-demographic and economic profile of both the

survey respondents and members of their household. Section III provides

an analysis of bus ridership. Section IV looks at the frequency with

which selected activities such as food-shopping are undertaken and the

usual mode o^ transportation utilized. Section V focuses on attitudes

toward the PVTA bus system. Section VI provides information on factors

affecting bus ridership. Section VII reveals respondents' current

knowledge about bus schedules and the central telephone information system.

Lastly, in Section VIII the main findings of the survey are summarized

and marketing recommendations are outlined.



I. OBJECTIVE, SAMPLING, DATA COLLECTION

Survey Objectives

The Hispanic household survey was undertaken to fulfill the follow-

ing three objectives: to determine the frequency of bus ridership among

Hispanics; second, to solicit the attitudes and views of the Hispanic

community in order to determine existing obstacles to use of the PVTA buses

among this group; third, the survey findings would help define marketing

options which would be most successful in increasing Hispanic bus ridership

in Holyoke.

Sampling Strategy

Time constraints and the budget allocations for the data collection

phase limited the kind of sample which could be obtained for this study.

A random probability sample where every Hispanic household (or person) in

Holyoke would have an equal chance of being included in the sample would

have been ideal from the point of view of making precise generalizations

concerning the population under study, however, such a random sample

required a listing of all Hispanic household from which a sample could be

randomly selected. Compiling such a list and completing the interviews

would have involved significantly more time and resources than were

presently available.

Instead, we decided to obtain a purposive sample based on an under-

standing of the location of the Hispanic population. Recent census data

provided by the Center for Massachusetts Data (CMD) was used to determine

the distribution of the Hispanic population in Holyoke by census tracts.

Table 1-1 indicates that 88% of the Hispanic population is located in four

census tracts (8114, 8115, 8116, 8117). In light of the high concentration

of Hispanics in these areas, the interviews were conducted within these four
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census tracts only. Since of the four selected tracts areas 8115

and 8116 have the highest concentration of Hispanics, an attempt was

made to complete the majority of the interviews in these two census

tracts

.

_a
Table 1-1; Distribution of Hispanic Population by Census Tracts (1980 Census)

isus Tract
Total Number of
Persons in Tract

Total Number
Hispanics in

of

Tract
Percent of Hispanics

in Tract

8114 2,782 1,266 21Z

8115 3,395 1,879 30Z

8116 5,144 1,879 30Z

8117 2,184 412 IZ

8118 4,361 61 12

8119 4,678 39 12

8120 8,469 335 5Z

8121 13.665 294 52

TOTALS 44,678 . 6,165 100.02

Data provided by Center for Massachusetts Data CCMD) , Draper Hall,

University of Massachusetts.

Limitations of the Sample

As a result of relying on a purposive sample instead of a random

probability sample of the Hispanic population in Holyoke, it is impossible

to generalize from this survey to all Hispanics in the city. Neverthe-

less, we have information about 300 Hispanic households in Holyoke

(respondents and other household members). Thus, while generalizing from

our sample to all Hispanics in Holyoke is only tentative at best, we

did obtain information from 300 households. The large number of cases

in our sample, we feel, allows us to say some things about Hispanics and

bus ridership with some degree of confidence.

Data Collection

It was decided that the survey data would be collected bv means

of face-to-face interviews. There were two reasons for
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deciding to conduct face-to-face interviews instead of relying on a

mailed questionnaire or a telephone survey. First, the maximum amount

of time that could be allocated for collection of data was three-four

weeks. This short period of time ruled out the use of mailed questionnaires

which would have required more than four weeks to mail out and receive

back. In addition, LPVRPC preferred that the data be collected in this

manner. Secondly, confronted with a community which is generally under-

educated, has difficulties with the English language and is generally

suspicious of surveys, it was predicted that face-to-face interviews by

bilingual interviewers would result in a higher response rate than mail

questionnaires or telephone interviews.

Early on the decision was made to conduct structured interviews.

The first draft of the structured interview schedule (questionnaire) was

mailed to the New England Farm Workers' Council and a copy sent to the

LPVRPC for review. The LPVRPC recommended some revisions in the schedule;

the revisions were made by the Project Director and the preliminary

version of the interview schedule was completed along with the Spanish

translation.

Since the preliminary draft of the interview schedule meant the

face-to-face interview would run 45 minutes to an hour and 300 interviews

had to be completed in less than four weeks, three interviewers were

hired to conduct the interviews. One male and two females, all three fully

bilingual and Spanish, were hired to collect the data for the study.

The interviewers were given one day of training and began interviewing

in the community.
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The interviewers and the Project Director met to review the results of the

first couple of days of interviewing. The interviewers were asked to indicate

any difficulties they encountered using the structured interview schedule as

it was written; thus, the first two days of interviewing were intended as

a quasi-piloting of the survey iastrument. Some revisions were made on the

instrument (e.g. it was shortened so the interviews would be no longer than

45 minutes) by both the NEFWC arid the LPVRPC. The final version of the

English and Spanish interview schedules was used to complete a total of

1

300 face-to-face interviews with Hispanics in the City of Holyoke.

Interviews were conducted days and evenings, on weekdays and weekends.

Data Preparation

After interviews were completed, the Project Director began coding the

complete! questionnaires as the interviewers continued to conduct interviews.

After initial coding of the questionnaires was completed, the data was entered,

with the use of a Fortram program, into the Cyber computer at the

University of Massachusetts.
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NOTES

1. Day to day supervision of the interviewers was done by Mr. Cruz

at the Holyoke office of the NEFWC. As a form of quality
control, the project director verified the interviewers'
field work, by calling a sample of the respondents at home.
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II. SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC PROFILE

In this section, we present a socio—demographic description of the

households surveyed. Following the analysis of the households, we turn

our attention to a description of the respondents, as well as all other

household members whom the respondents reported on.

Household Characteristics

Table 2-1 provides a socio-demographic profile of the 300 households

in the sample. In Panel A of Table 2-1, is information on the household

size of our sample. On average, there are three persons in the households.

Forty-five percent of the households have one or two persons, 35 percent

have three or four persons and one fifth of the households have five or

1
more persons.

Panel B of Table 2-1, indicates the percent of households with children

under 6 and with children under 16. Panel B shows that while a little over

a third of the households have at least one child under six years of age,

over half of the households have at least one child 16 years of age or

younger.

Pancel C provides information on the percent of households with at

least one person employed or at least one student. Only one-third of the

households have at least one employed person but a full 50 percent of the

households have at least one student. Consistent with the fact that only

a minority of the households have an employed person is the information

presented in Panel D of Table 2-1. Panel D shows yearly household income

for 1982. Over two-thirds of the households have yearly incomes of $8,000

or less. The sample contains a large number of low-income Hispanic

households. Note, however, that the mean income for all Hispanic house-

holds in Holyoke in 1979 was only $8,158 (census data).
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TABLE 2-1: SELECTED DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF HOUSEHOLDS

SELECTED
CHARACTERISTICS

ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY PERCENT

PANEL A: HOUSEHOLD SIZE

1 or 2 persons 136 45

3 or 4 persons 104 35

5 or more persons 60 20

(300) 100

MEAN 3.02

PANEL B: AGE OF CHILDREN

At least one child
under six 204 35

At least one child
under 16 266 55

PANEL C: EMPLOYMENT
STATUS

At least one person
employed 69 33

At least one student 150 50

PANEL D: YEARLY HOUSEHOLD
INCOME

$ 0- 4,000 37 24

4001-6000 41 26

6001-8000 28 18

8001-10,000 17 11

10,001 or more 34 21

No Answer
(157)

(143)

100
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TABLE 2-1 (Continued)

ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY PERCENT

PANEL E: PHONE AND CAR

Have a telephone 148 50

Have a car 155 52

PANEL F: HANDICAPPED PERSONS

None 262 88

PANEL G: LANGUAGE ABILITY

At least ONE person
Reads NO English 145 48

At least ONE person
Speaks NO English 138 46
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In light of the economic situation of the 300 households, it is not

surprising to find in Panel E of Table 2-1 that only one half of the

households have a telephone and 52 percent have a car (46 percent of these

have only one car - data not shown).

Lastly, Panels F and G show, respectively, the percent of the house-

holds with no handicapped persons and the percent of the households with

at least one person who reads no English or speaks no English. The

overwhelming majority of the households, 88 percent, have no handicapped

person and almost half of the households have at least one person that

cannot read or cannot speak English well enough to utilize PVTA information

in English.

Individual Characteristics

Table 2-2 provides socio-demographic and economic information on the

300 respondents in our sample (i.e. respondent sample) and, in addition,

provides information on other members of the respondent's household.

Respondents were asked during the interviews to provide information on up

to eight persons in their household; this provided us with information on

a total of 907 persons (referred to as the total sample in rest of report) .

Panel A of Table 2-2 provides information on the percent of males and

females in the total sample and in the respondent sample. The total sample

is 54 percent female and 46 percent male.

Panel B shows the age distribution for the total and respondent

samples. The mean age for the total sample is 21.3 and the mean age for the

respondent sample is 34.3. Well over one half of the total sample (63

percent) are under 25 years of age and almost one fourth of the respondent

sample falls into this age group.

Another 18 percent of the total sample are between 25 and 34 years

of age and an additional 35 percent of the respondents are in these young

adult years. It is not surprising to find that the sample includes a high
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TABLE 2-2: SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF TOTAL
PERSONS AND RESPONDENTS

SELECTED TOTAL PERSONS RESPONDENTS ONLY
CHARACTERISTICS Frequency % Frequency %

PANEL A: SEX
MALE 46 • 30

FEMALE _54 70

100 100

Valid N= (906) (299)

No Answer =
( 1) ( 1)

PANEL B: AGE

MEAN AGE 21 34

Six years or

younger 19 0

7 to 16 years 25 0

17 to 24 years 19 23

25 to 34 years 18 35

35 to 44 years 10 23

45 years or cider 9 19

100 100

Valid N= (895) (296)

No Answer (12) ( 4)
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TABLE 2-2 (Continued)

TOTAL PERSONS RESPONDENTS ONLY
Frequency % Frequency %

PANEL C: EMPLOYMENT
STATUS

Employed 9 17

Unemployed 24 43

Student 38 3

Housekeeper 15 33

Retired/Other 15 5

ICQ 100

Valid N= (883) (295)

No Answer ( 24) ( 5)

PANEL D: LANGUAGE
ABILITY

READ English

YES 70 6 7

NO 30 33

100 100

Valid N= (804) (299)

No Answer= (103) ( 1)

SPEAK English

YES 71 67

NO 29 33

100 loo

Valid N= (808) (299)

No Answer= (99) (I)
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proportion of young persons since almost one-half (46 percent) of the

general population of Hispanics in Holyoke is 14 years or younger.

Nevertheless, over one third of the respondent sample and 19 percent

of the total sample are 35 years of age or older; thus, we have information

on a sizeable group of "mature" individuals.

Panel C of Table 2-2 focuses on the employment status of the persons

for whom we have information. Panel C reveals that only 9 percent of the

total sample is employed and 24 percent are unemployed; thus, the unemploy-

ment rate among persons in our sample is 72 percent. If we focus just on

the respondents, we find the same profile, 17 percent of the respondents are

employed while 43 percent are unemployed; the unemployment rate is 73 percent

among our respondents. These unemployment rates are higher than the

unemployment rate of around 19 percent that exists among the general population

of Hispanics in Holyoke. We clearly have an overrepresentation of the

2
unemployed among our respondent and total samples.

Panel D of Table 2-2 provides information on the ability of the

persons in the samples to use the English language. Respondents claim that

a full 70 percent of the total sample can read English and 71 percent can

speak English. In the respondent sample we find similar percentages, over

two-thirds of the respondent can read and speak English. The fact that

the majority of the persons expressed some competency in reading and

speaking English does not minimize the fact that one-third of the total

sample and respondent sample cannot use English. In addition, the high

percentages of both persons in the total sample and among respondents

who can speak and read English say nothing of the capacity with which

these persons can read or speak English.
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Table 2-3 provides additional information about the respondent

sample that is not available for our total sample. Panel A of Table 2-3

shows the educational attainment of the 300 respondents. The mean

years of schooling completed is 8.46. The majority of the respondents,

85 percent, have not graduated from high school. Ten percent are high

school graduates and a small proportion have more than a high school

education. Thus, we have a sample of Hispanics who, in general, are

lacking a formal education.

Panel B of Table 2-3 gives the yearly personal income of those few

respondents who are employed. The mean yearly personal income for 1982

was $8,761. Over half of the sample earned less than $7,000, an additional

21 percent made between $7,000 and $10,000 and one fourth of the sample

made over $10,000. The Hispanics in this sample are facing very hard

3
economic times.

Lastly, Panel C shows that the overwhelming majority of the respon-

dents were cooperative with the interviewers, could provide accurate

information and were enthusiastic about the survey.
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TABLE 2-3: SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC AND ADDITIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
RESPONDENTS

SELECTED RESPONDENTS
CHARACTERISTICS Frequency %

PANEL A: EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

MEAN 8 . 46

1 to 8 years 44

9 to 11 years 41

High School graduate 10

Some college 4

College graduate or more 1

100

Valid N= (282)

No Answer= ( 8)

PANEL B: PERSONAL YEARLY INCOME

MEAN $8760.61
MEDIAN 7012.50

$ 0-4600 30

4601-7000 24

7001-10,000 21

10,000-2 7,000 24

100

Valid N= ( 33)

No Answer= ( 16)
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TABLE 2-3(Continued)

RESPONDENTS
Frequency %

Panel C: RESPONSE TO SURVEY

YES Respondent Cooperative 98

YES Respondent Could Provide
Accurate Information 98

YES Respondent Enthusiastic
About Survey 90

*Base N= (300)

Base N fluctuates slightly from item to item due to missing cases.
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NOTES

1. Interviewers indicated that in general respondents were very
hesitant to indicate true household size.

2. Respondents often were reluctant to indicate if they or any
members of their household were working. Thus, we must interpret
information about eraployment status with some skepticism.

3. One third of the respondents refused to answer this question
and among those who did arewer there was a general hesitancy
to reveal the true personal yearly income.
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III. PVTA BUS RIDERSHIP

In this section we look at two distinct though related topics.

First, we will focus on bus ridership in general. Specifically, how

often do respondents and all other household members ride the PVTA buses

and who are the frequent bus riders and are they different from those

persons who hardly ever ride the bus.

Second, we focus on some activities which require people to travel

to and from the activity and determine how often the people in our sample

engage in these activities and what mode of transportation they usually

use in getting to them.

Bus Ridership Among Respondents and All Persons in the Household

Recall that we asked the respondent to report not only on their

own behavior but also on that of all other household members. For both

respondents and all other household members we asked: "How frequently

does that person (do you) ride the buses?" Table 3.1 contains the

frequently distribution of the ridership question for both respondents

and all persons (Total Sample).
''

In column 1 of Panel A of Table 3-1, we see that only 5 percent of

the respondents ride the buses daily. Almost three times that number

(14 percent) ride the bus a few times a week. The majority of the respondent

either ride the bus no more than a few times a year (26.4 percent) or

never (28.5 percent). In column 2 of Panel A, is the frequently distribution

of ridership for all persons. Slightly more "all persons" ride the bus

daily (14.8 percent) but a majority of "all persons" either ride the bus

only a few times a year (].9.4 percent) or never (31.7 percent).

In order to facilitate the presentation of the findings, we collapsed

the categories for the ridership variable as follows:

FREQUENT RIDERS = 1. Daily
2. A Few Times a Week
3. Once a Week
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TABLE 3-1: FREQUENCY OF BUS RIDERSHIP AMONG RESPONDENTS AND ALL PERSONS

BUS RIDERSHIP RESPONDENTS ALL PERSONS^
CATEGORIES Frequency % Frequency %

PANEL A:

1. Daily 5 * 15

2. A Few Times a Week 14 9

3. Once a Week 3 2

4. A Few Times a Month 16 17

5. Once a Month 6 6

6. A Few Times a Year 26 19

7. Never 29 32

PANEL B:
.

FREQUENT RIDERS 2 3 26

(At least Once a Week)

MODERATE RIDERS 22 23

(No more than a few

times a month)

NON-RIDERS 55 51
(Ride only a few times
a year or never)

VALID N= (295) (643)

Missing Cases= ( 5) ( 90)

Excludes all persons 6 years of age and younger but includes respondents
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MODERATE RIDERS = 4.

5.

A Few Times a Month
Once a Month

NON-RIDERS = 6.

7.

A Few Times a Year
Never

We will continue to use this new classification for the remainder of

this report unless clarification compels us to switch to the more detailed

categories. In Panel B, of Table 3-1, we present the frequently distri-

bution of the Ridership variable using the new classification scheme.

As can be readily seen, the bus riding behavior of the respondent is

virtually the same as that for all persons. About 23 percent of the

respondents ride the bus at least once a week, while 26 percent of all

persons do so. The percentage of Moderate riders in our sample is basically

the same as the percentage of Frequent Riders, about one quarter of the

respondents and all Persons are Moderate Riders.

Non-riders on the other hand make up the majority of both respondents

and all Persons. About half of the persons in our sample virtually never

use the PVTA buses.

In short, the findings presented in Table 3.1 indicate that about

25 percent of the Persons in our sample ride the bus regularly. Another

25 percent make use of the bus on occasion, say a few times a month. A

slim majority, about 51 percent are simply not making use of the PVTA buses.

Next we take a look at the socio-demographic characteristics of each

of the three types of bus riders: Frequent, Moderate, and Non-Riders.

Table 3.2 contains the frequency distribution of selected socio-demographic

characteristics among each type of bus rider, using the total person

sample. (Note that in Table 3.2 and in the rest of this section, persons

6 years of age and younger are NOT included in the totals.)



TABLE 3-2: SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF EACH TYPE OF BUS RIDER (In Percent)

SELECTED PERSON TYPE OF BUS RIDER
CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENT MODERATE NON-RIDER TOTAL ROW

PANEL A: SEX

MALES 39 39 46 42

FEMALES 61 61 54 58

PANEL B: AGE

7 to 16 years 34 23 27 28

17 to 24 years 33 32 17 25

25 to 34 years 9 23 28 22

35 to 44 years 16 9 14 13

45 years and over 8 13 14 12

MEAN AGE 23 27 2 7

MEDIAN AGE 19 23 27

PANEL C: LANGUAGE ABILITY
Speak and Read English

Yes 79 68 74 74

No 21 32 26 26

PANEL D: E^IPLOYMENT

STATUS

Employed 7 11 15 12

Unemployed 25 34 28 29

Student 50 32 31 36

Housekeeper 16 20 21 20

Retired/Other 2 3 5 4

*BASE N= (166) (148) (329) (643)

*Base N fluctuates slightly due to missing data.
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In Panel A of Table 3-2 we find that about 40 percent of the Frequent

riders are male. In fact, males comprise about the same percentage of

all persons in each of the types of bus riders as well; 39 percent of

Moderate riders and 46 percent of Non-riders. Females of course, then make

up about 60 percent of each of the three types of riders.

In Panel B is the age composition for each type of rider group. In

column 1, we see that about one third of the Frequent riders are 7 to 16

years old and another third are between the ages of 17 to 24 years. About

68 percent of the Frequent riders are 24 years of age and younger. Those

persons over 45 years comprise the smallest proportion of Frequent riders.

In coliomn 2, note that persons 7 to 16 years comprise about 25 percent

of the Moderate riders as do the 25 to 34 year olds (23 percent). The

largest group among the Moderate riders are the 17 to 24 year olds.

Non-riders, column 3, are comprised mostly of 25 to 34 year olds

(28 percent) followed closely by the 7 to 16 year old group (27 percent).

Note that the median age for the Non-riders is older than for the Frequent

and Moderate riders (27 for Non-riders, 19 and 23 for Frequent and Moderate

riders, respectively).

Panel C looks at differences in language ability. About 80 percent of the

Frequent riders can speak and read English. This percentage drops to

68 percent in the Moderate group and rises somewhat to 74 percent in the

Non-rider group.

Panel D, contains the frequency distribution of employment statuses

among each of the three types of riders. About half of the Frequent riders

are students. The next largest group of Frequent riders are the Unemployed

(25 percent) followed by housekeepers (16 percent). Employed persons

comprise only 7% of the Frequent riders.



Among Moderate riders, unemployed persons make up the largest share,

34 percent; followed by students, 32 percent; and then housekeepers,

20 percent. Among Non-riders, students comprise the largest share

(31 percent). Unemployed persons and housekeepers are next, making up

28 percent and 21 percent respectively.

In summary, note that the proportion of the sex, age composition,

language ability, and employment statuses which make up each of the

type of bus rider group, is very similar to the proportions found in the

total sample of persons for each of these characteristics. (Compare the

last column in Table 3-2, the Total Row, with the percentages in each of

the three groups of riders.)

The profile of Frequent riders can be summarized as being comprised of

mainly females (60 percent), persons under 25 years of age (67 percent)

and mostly students (50 percent) and unemployed persons (25 percent).

Moderate riders were again heavily dominated by females (62 percent).

However, though the majority of riders were under 25 years old (55 percent)

a substantial number, 23 percent, were in the 25 to 34 year old group. In

addition, though a majority were able to speak and read English (68 percent)

there were fewer as compared to the Frequent rider group (80 percent).

Unemployed persons comprised about a third of this group followed by

students.

The Non-riders were only slightly less likely to be comprised of

females (54 percent). Unlike the other 2 groups, persons under 25 do

not comprise a majority here (44 percent). Students, unemployeds and

housekeepers make up the bulk of persons in this group (80 percent).

In Table 3-2 we presented a profile of the Frequent, Moderate, and

Non-riders. We now look at bus ridership in a slightly different way.



Specifically, what percentage of all persons, with a given character-

istic, are Frequent, Moderate and Non-riders. Table 3.3 presents the

percentage of all persons, by selected socio-demographic characteristics,

who are Frequent, Moderate, and Non-riders.

In Panel A of Table 3.3, for example, we see that the percentage of

all males who are Frequent riders is 24 percent, while 27 percent of all

females are Frequent riders. If we compare the results from this table

with what we found in Table 3-2, we note that although 60 percent of all

Frequent bus riders are females, that 60 percent comprised only 27 percent

of all females. Note, Panel A of Table 3-3 shows that the majority of

both males and females are Non-riders (males 55 percent and females

48 percent)

.

Panel B, contains the percent of all persons by different age groups

who are Frequent, Moderate and Non-riders. A substantial number, about

one third of the 7-16 year olds, the 17-24 year olds and the 35-44 year

olds are Frequent bus riders. The persons least likely to be Frequent

bus riders are in the 25-34 and the over 45 year old age groups, 11 percent

and 17 percent respectively. Majorities of persons in the 25-34 (65 percent),

35-44 (53 percent), and the 45 and over (58 percent) age groups are

non-riders

.

Panel C looks at bus ridership by employment status of the person

in the sample. Students are the most likely group to be frequent

riders - about 35 percent of all students fall in the Frequent rider

category. Unemployeds and housekeepers each ha-<'e about one fifth

(20 percent) of their members who are Frequent riders. The least likely

to be Frequent riders are the employed persons (15 percent) and the

retired persons (17 percent)

.



TABLE 3-3: PERCENTAGE OF ALL PERSONS , BY SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS,
WHO ARE FREQUENT, MODERATE, AND NON-RIDERS

SELECTED
CHARACTERISTICS FREQUENT

TYPE OF
MODERATE

BUS RIDER
NON-RIDER TOTAL ROW

PANEL A: SEX

MALES 24 21 55 (272)

FEMALES 27 25 48 (370)

PANEL B: AGE

7 to 16 years 32 19 49 (176)

17 to 24 years 35 30 35 (158)

25-34 years 11 24 65 (141)

35-44 years 30 16 53 ( 86)

45 years or older 17 25 58 ( 76)

PANEL C: EMPLOYMENT
STATUS

Employed 15 21 64 ( 78)

Unemployed 22 27 51 (183)

Student 35 21 44 (228)

Housekeepers 21 24 55 (125)

Others 17 21 63 ( 24)

PANEL D: LANGUAGE
ABILITY

YES, Can Read/ Speak
English 28 21 51 (474)

NO, Cannot Read /Speak
English 21 28 51 (166)
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Again, with the exception of Students, majorities of employed,

unemployed, housekeepers and other (retired) persons are Non-riders.

Finally, Panel D, contains ridership by language ability. Slightly

more English speakers are Frequent riders (28 percent) than the Non-

English speakers (20 percent). About half of each group are Non-riders.

In summary, males and females tend to be Frequent riders at the

same rate (24 percent and 27 percent, respectively). Among the various

age groups, about one third of the 7-16, 17-24 and the 35-44 year olds are

Frequent riders. Students have the highest percentage of their members

(36 percent) riding the buses frequently. They are followed by unemployed

persons and housekeepers (both a little more than 20 percent).

About half of all males and females are Non-riders. The 25-34 year

olds are the most likely to be Non-riders (65 percent) . They are followed

by persons over 45 years (58 percent) and then the 35'-44 year olds (53

percent). Almost two thirds of the employed and retired persons are

Non-riders. About half of the unemployeds and housekeepers fall into the

Non-rider group. About half of the English and half of the Non-English

speakers are Non-riders.



NOTES

1. Note that in all Persons group the respondent is also included.
In addition, we deleted all persons 6 years of age and
under from the calculations in this section.



IV. GETTING AROUND - ACTIVITIES AND MODES OF TRANSPORTATION

We now turn our attention to the kinds of activities that person

in our sample engage in and ask. how often do they do these activities

and what means of transportation do they use in order to get to and from

these activities.

Work and school are two activities which require people to travel

everyday. For each person in the household who was either employed or a

student, we asked the respondent to tell us how it is that the person

usually traveled to work or school. In addition, for those employed persons

and students who did not use the PVTA buses to travel to their "work"

site, we asked the respondent to tell us whether or not they could ride

the buses if they had to.

First, we present the frequency distribution, for employed persons

and students only, of responses to the question "How do they usually

travel to school/work?" Table 4-1 contains the crosstabulation of mode

of transportation by employment status (employed persons and students only)

.

In column 1 is the frequency of mode of transportation for employed persons.

The vast majority of those employed (70 percent) travel to work by car;

either their own car or a friend *^s. The next most frequent means of

transportation for those employed is walking (23 percent). Only a small

percentage (8 percent) actually use the PVTA bus to get to work. None of

the employed persons in our sample use a company bus or "other" mode of

transportation to get to work.

In column 2 we look at the usual mode of transportation used in getting

to school. The majority of the students (53 percent) get to school by

walking. All this indicates is that like most youths they go to neighbor-

hood schools which are within walking distance of their homes. The next

most frequent mode of transportation used in getting to school was by
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TABLE 4-1: PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYED PERSONS AND STUDENTS USING SELECTED
MODES OF TRANSPORTATION

USUAL MEANS EMPLOYMENT STATUS
OF TRANSPORTATION EMPLOYED STUDENTS

1. Car 70 11

2. Walk • 23 53

3. P^/TA bus 8 7

4. School /Company bus 0 28

5. Other (e.g. TAXI) 0 1

VALID N= (79) (317)



school bus, almost one third (28 percent) used the school bus. About

12 percent got to school by car (11 percent) or some other means (1 percent),

probably these students are dropped off at school by relatives or

friends who are themselves on their way to work.

As with employed persons, the least frequent mode of transportation

used was the PVTA buses, being used by only 7 percent of students. Note

that although students comprise the bulk of frequent bus riders, see

earlier section on Bus Ridership, they are not using the buses to get to

school.

Other Selected Activities

In addition to how employed persons and students in our sample usually

traveled to work and school, we asked about the usual mode of transportation

to several other activities as well. Specifically, we focused on nine

activities which people usually engage in, more or less, over the span of

a month. The nine activities we asked about were:

1 - Food Shopping

2 - Shopping/visiting "Downtown"

3 - Visiting Friends and Relatives

4 - Visiting a Dcotor or Dentist

5 - Visiting a Social Service Agency

6 - Shopping at the "Malls"

7 - Going to Church

8 - Getting to Entertainm.ent/Recreation

9 - Job Searching

In addition, for each activity we also ascertained the usual mode of

transportation taken to get to the activities.

Note, that unlike the earlier questions on mode of transportation to

school and work for each eligible persons in the' household, the questions

on frequency of the nine activities and the corresponding usual mode of

transportation question were asked in a slightly different wav.
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For each of the nine activities, we asked the respondent how often

they engage in that activity and then how they usually traveled to the

activity. Next, and again for each activity, we asked how often do the

members of your household usually engage in the activities and how is

it that the members of your household usually get to those same activities.

The difference between these questions and the questions on travel to

work or school, was that the question on the nine activities was NOT

asked for each family member separately but for the household members

as a GROUP. The reasons for asking the question this way was so that the

length of the interview could be kept within reasonable limits.

In Table 4-2, we present the frequency with which household members

as a group engage in each of the nine activities. The activities are

ranked in order of the most frequently engaged in activity. For example,

in Panel A, the last activity listed is visiting a social agency. Note

that 83% of the household members as a group never engage in this activity.

Likewise, in row 1, visiting friends and relatives, 90 percent of the

households engage in this activity. (90 percent was arrived at by

subtracting the 10 percent who never do from 100 percent).

Panel A shows that the most frequent weekly activities are: visiting

friends and relatives (68 percent); going to church (56 percent);

recreation (43 percent); and going "Downtown" (41 percent). The most

frequent monthly activities are: going to the "Malls" (66 percent);

food shopping (60 percent); going "Downtown" (44 percent); and visiting

the doctor or dentist (39 percent). Overall, Panel A indicates that

visiting family and friends is by far the most common activity; however,

in Panel B we see that only 3 percent of the household members as a

group, use the PVTA buses for this purpose. Likewise, going "downtown"

is another frequent activity, involving 85 percent of household members

at least monthly, but only 5 percent use the PVTA bus to do so. Continuing
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TABLE 4-2: 'KREQUENCY OF ACTIVITY AND CORRESPONDING MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
FOR ALL HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS AS A GROUP (In Percent)^

PANEL A: FREQUENCY PANEL B: MODE OF
TRANSPORTATION

ITEM (RANKED ORDERED) WEEKLY MONTHLY NEVER CAR WALK PVTA OTH]

1. Friends /Relat ives 68 22 10 47 48 3 2

2. Downtown 41 44 16 38 54 5 3

3. Malls 17 66 17 63 5 29 3

4. Recreation 43 35 22 68 23 8 1

5. Food Shopping 17 60 23 68 5 11 16

6. Church 56 8 37 62 36 1 1

7. Doctor/Dentist 5 39 57 61 12 19 8

8. Job Searches 17 8 76 49 27 20 4

9. Social Agency 2 15 83 43 53 3 1

Percentages tor frequency of each activity are based on a Total N of 300
cases. The percentages for the modes of transportation are based on
300 cases minus the percent of cases shown under NEVER for that activity.
If a person said other household members never did the activity, they
(household members) were assigned as "not applicable" for the transpor-
tation question.

We collapsed the frequency of activity responses into the following three
categories

:

Weekly = Daily + A few times a week + Once a week
Monthly= A few times a month + Once a month
Never = A few times a year + Never
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with Panel B, we find that two activities for which household members

use the buses relatively often are visiting the doctor/dentist (19 percent)

and job searching (20 percent); however, these two activities are two

of the least frequently engaged in activities with 57 percent of the

household members never visiting a doctor and only 24 percent of them

engaging in job searches. By far, PVTA does best in getting the household

members in our sample to the Malls (29 percent of them using the bus to

usually get there)

.

Table 4-3 contains the same information as Table 4-2 but this time

for the respondents. The activities were listed in the same order as

they appeared in Table 4-3 soley to facilitate comparisons across the

two tables.

In column 1 of Table 4-3, we provide the rank, order of the frequency

of the activity for the respondents. The ranks are similar to both tables,

with the exception of food shopping which becomes the most frequent

activity among the respondents. This reflects the large number of house-

keepers among the respondents who presumably do the food shopping.

Panel B, in Table 4-3 indicates that like other household members

(see Table 4-2) respondents also make use of the PVTA buses to visit

doctors (16 percent) and job searching (16 percent). The same percentage

of respondents as household members use the PVTA buses for food shopping

and recreation, 11 percent and 8 percent respectively. Once again the

most frequent use of the buses is for going to the malls (29 percent

use the buses for this purpose). Also, respondents were 3 times more

likely to use the buses to visit friends and relatives (9 percent) as

were all other household members (3 percent).
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TABLE 4-3: FREQUENCY OF ACTIVITY AND CORRESPONDING MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
FOR RESPONDENTS (In Percent)^

ACTIVITY RANK

PANEL A: FREQUENCY

WEEKLY MONTHLY NEVER

PANEL B: MODE OF
TPvANSPORTATION

CAR WALK PVTA OTHER

1. Friends/
Family 2

2. "Downtown" 3

3. Ma] Is 4

4. Recreation 6

5. Food
Shopping 1

6. Church 5

7. Doctor/
Dentist 7

8. Job Search 9

9. Social
Agency 8

62

37

16

35

24

57

5

16

24

46

61

27

75

9

39

4

19

14

17

23

39

1

35

57

80

77

49

39

59

67

63 5

51 45

40

52

5

23

9

4

29

11

1

3

4

6

2

20

3

54 19 16 12

44 37 16 3

34 58 4 4

Percentages for frequency of each activity and for the mode of transportation
for each activity are based on a Base N of 300 cases. Note, however, that
tl>is base fluctuates slightly due to missing data.
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Summary

The frequency with which respondents and households members as

a group engage in our selected activites are quite similar (with the

exception of food shopping). By and large, respondents and other

household members use the PVTA buses most often in order to travel to

the malls, visit the doctor and to go searching for jobs. About 10 percent

of the respondents and other persons use the buses to get to recreational

activities and food shopping.

By far the PVTA's biggest competitor for getting people to most of

the activities we've listed is the automobile. Note, however, that a

significant number of respondents and other household members make use

of "other" transportation in going food shopping. Presumably, the "other"

form of transportation is the taxi; apparently persons in our sample find

it more convenient to put their bundles of groceries in a taxi (car) to go

home rather than carry several packages to and from a bus stop and of course

onto the buses or else go food shopping at times when the PVTA buses are

not available (i.e. evenings).

Modes of Transportation to Activities Among Types of Bus Riders

In Table 4-4, we look at the usual mode of transportation to our

nine activities for each type of bus rider (for the respondents only).

In column 1, we see that respondents who are Frequent riders, use the

buses most often to travel to the malls (53 percent); to go on job

searches (35 percent); and visiting the doctor/dentist (31 percent).

Activities less likely to involve bus travel among the Frequent riders

are: food shopping (22 percent); visiting family and friends (22 percent);

and travel to entertainment and recreation ("18 percent).

Among the Moderate riders, column 2, 41 percent use the buses to

go to the malls, followed by job searching and visiting the doctor/dentist
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TABLE 4-4: PERCENTAGE OF EACH TYPE OF BUS RIDER WHO USES PVTA BUSES TO

TRAVEL TO SELECTED ACTIVITY

TYPE OF BUS RIDER

ACTIVITY FREQUENT MODERATE NON-RIDER

i. rood bnoppmg ZZ ly 4

2'. Doctor /Dentist Ji
* O "7

Z /
c
J

3. Social Agency 11 2 2

4. Downtown 15 5 0

5. Malls 53 41 14

6. Family /Friends 22 5 5

7. Church 5 0 1

8. Recreation 18 10 3

9. Job Search 35 27 0

* BASE N= (67) (66) (167)

* Base N fluctuates slighting due to missing data.
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(both about 27 percent) and then food shopping (19 percent) .

Column 3, shows that as expected. Non-riders don't make use

of the buses, with the exception of gefting to the Malls, where

14 percent of them use the bus.
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NOTES

We initially divided the students into those under 18 years,
which represented elementary and high school students, and
those over 18, which represented those in college or post

high school training. However, of the 334 students for

which we had information, only 18 persons or live percent
were over 18 years old. We decided that the cells would be
too small for the over 18 group to make meaningful statements.
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V. ATTITUDES TOWARD THE PVTA BUS SYSTEM

In Section V, we examine the overall attitude of respondents

toward the PVTA services and their attitudes toward twelve specific

positive statements about the PVTA bus system.

Respondents were asked to indicate on a scale of 1 to 4 (very poor,

poor, good, very good) how well they think the PVTA bus system is doing

in providing bus services to the Hispanic community in Holyoke.

Specifically, we asked the respondents:

Many cities like Holyoke have established public transportation
systems, for example, the PVTA bus system. Overall, how well
do you think the PVTA bus system is doing in providing bus
services to the Hispanic coTnmunity in this part of the city?
That is, are they doing a very poor , poor

,
good or very good job?

Table 5-1 presents the responses to this overall attitude question

about the PVTA. A full 73 percent of the respondents feel the PVTA bus

services to the Hispanic community are good or very good; however, a

little over one-fourth of the respondents expressed a negative attitude

toward PVTA.

In Table 5-2, we move beyond the respondents overall evaluation of

PVTA onto their attitudes toward specific positive statements about PVTA.

Respondents were asked to indicate their feelings toward a set of twelve

positive statements about the PVTA using a scale of 1 to 4 with the following

responses: 1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 = disagree, 4 = strongly

disagree."'' The twelve statements about the PVTA read as follows:

1. The buses are usually on time.

2. The bus fare is reasonable.

3. There is always a bus that goes to where you want.

4. The location of the bus stops are convenient for you.

5. The buses are a very economical way of getting around.

6.. Information about bus schedules is readily available.

7. The buses run frequently enough.

8. Overall, the buses are clean.
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9. Bus drivers are courteous with passengers.

10. It is easy to get information from PVTA about what bus to
take to a particular location.

11. The buses are very safe to ride on.

12. You feel comfortable letting your children ride the bus alone.

Table 5-2 shows the proportion of respondents who strongly agree,

agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the positive statements about

the PVTA bus system. Additionally, Table 5-2 shows the mean responses to

each item (column 1); the table is ranked from items with the highest

mean response (showing most disagree) to those with the lowest mean scores

(showing least disagreement).

In Table 5-2, we see that for each of the twelve items the general

response was very favorable. Well over 50 percent of the respondents

agree or strongly agree with each of the twelve items. Nonetheless, some

proportion of the respondents, ranging from nine percent to 39 percent

of the respondents depending on the item, disagree or strongly disagree with

the positive statements.

Table 5-2 also shows that on average respondents are in most disagree-

ment with the following statements: (1) "You feel comfortable letting

your children ride the bus alone"; (2) "The buses run frequently enough";

(3) "The bus fare is reasonable''; (4) "Information about bus schedules is

readily available". They are in least disagreement with the statements

that the buses are clean and the buses are safe to ride on.

Interestingly, we see in Table 5-2 that the average response to the

statement "bus fare is reasonable" is relatively high (mean score = 2.32)

while the average response to the statement "buses are an economical way

of getting around" is somewhat lower (mean score = 2.10). It seems that on

average respondents are more in disagreement with the statement that the

bus fare is reasonable than with the statement that the buses are an

economical way of getting around. Apparently, respondents are in agreement
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TABLE 5-2: RESPONDENT'S FEELINGS TOWARD POSITIVE STATEMENTS ABOUT THE
PVTA BUS SYSTEM (IN PERCENT)

TATEMENT MEAN
STRONGLY
AGREE AGREE DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

BASK
N=

. You feel comfortable
etting your children ride
he bus 2.52 10 62 21 7 (242)

. Buses run frequently
nough 2.44 6 55 28 11 (269)

. Bus fare is reasonable 2.32 7 61 26 7 (275)

. Information about bus
chedules is readily
vailable 2.32 7 63 21 9 (26-'

. The buses are usually on
ime 2.29 7 60 30 3 (266)

. The location of the bus
cops are convenient 2.27 8 64 21 7 (273)

. There is always a bus that
oes where you want to go 2.24 8 66 20 6 (268)

. Bus drivers are courteous 2.16 11 67 17 5 (259)

. It's easy to get information
rom PVTA about bus routes 2.12 11 69 18 3 (263)

. Buses are an economical
ay of getting around 2.10 11 71 16 2 (277)

. Buses are clean 1 .98 13 79 7 2 (263^

. Buses are very safe to ride on 1.98 13 79 7 2 (272)
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that buses are an economical way of getting around relative to other

modes of transportation; however, given their own circumstances, the

2
fares might indeed be too high.

Respondent attitude toward the issue of bus fares was further explored

in a separate question during the interview. Respondents were asked

whether they were aware of the current bus fare and then they were asked

whether the fare was too high, too low or just right. Table 5-3 shows

the percent of the respondents who were aware of the current bus fare

and their evaluation of the price of the fare. Panel A of this table

shows that three-fourths of the respondents are aware of the current

bus fare. Panel B indicates that 56 percent of the respondents think

the bus fare is just right; however, a full 44 percent think it is too

high.

^

Table 5-4 takes the analysis of attitudes toward the bus fare a step

further by contrasting the attitudes of Frequent bus riders (i.e. ride

the bus at least once a v;eek), Moderate riders (i.e. persons who ride a

few times a month), and Non-riders (i.e. persons who ride a few times a

year or never). Table 5-5 shows that the majority of all three groups of

riders feel the bus fare is "just right". However, a slightly higher

percentage of the Moderate bus riders (64 percent) think the fare is just

right than is the case for the Non-riders (54 percent) and Frequent riders

(5.^ percent) . The fact that a higher proportion of the Moderate bus riders

are satisfied with the bus fare is also reflected in the fact that while

45 percent of the Frequent riders and Non-riders think the fare is too

high, only 36 percent of the Moderate riders feel this way.

Having detoured to focus on the issue of bus fares, we now return to

the discussion of attitudes toward the PVTA. Specif icallv , what we will

look at now is variation in the mean scores for each attitude item by

the sex, age, employment status, language ability, type of bus ridership
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TABLE 5-3: RESPONDENT AWARENESS OF BUS FARE AND ATTITUDE TOWARD
CURRENT BUS FARE

FREQUENCY (%)

PANEL A: AWARE OF CURRENT
FARE?

YES 75

NO 25

100.0

(293)

PANEL B: ATTITUDE TOWARD
CURRENT FARE

TOO LOW 0.4

TOO HIGH 44

JUST RIGHT 56

100.0

(256)

No ^swer (44)
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TABLE 5-4: RESPONDENT ATTITUDE TOWARD BUS FARE BY TYPE OF BUS RIDER
(IN PERCENT)

TYPE OF BUS RIDER

ATTITUDE FREQUENT MODERATE NON RIDER

1. TOO LOW

2. TOO HIGH 45 36 46

3. JUST RIGHT 53

100.0

Valid N= (64)

64

100,0

(53)

54

100.0

(137)
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and location of the work place of the respondent.

In Panels A to F of Table 5-5, we present the mean score for those

attitude items on which there was statistically significant differences.

Note that while we examined differences in mean responses to the attitude

items about the PVTA by type of bus rider the findings by type of rider

is excluded from Table 5-6 because analysis of the mean responses to

the items revealed no items on which the mean response varied significantly

by type of rider; in other words, attitudes toward PVTA do not distinguish

Frequent, Moderate and Non-riders.

Panel A, Table 5-5, shows that there are no significant differences

in the mean scores of males and females toward either of the twelve

attitude items. However, on four items, the females have a statistically

significant higher mean score - indicating greater disagreement with the

statement - than the males. First, we see in Panel A that the female

respondents have a mean score of 2.33 on the item, "bus stops are convenient"

while the male mean score is 2.10. For females the bus stops are not as

convenient as for males. Second, the females mean score is 2.50 in response

to the statement, "buses run frequently enough" while the males mean

score is 2.26 indicating that relative to males, female respondents

are in less agreement that the buses run frequently enough. Third,

the female respondents are in less agreement with the statement "bus

drivers are courteous" than are the male respondents (means score of

2.24 for females vs. 1.97 for males).

Lastly, the females have a significantly higher mean response to

the item, "you feel comfortable letting your children ride the bus",

than is true of the male respondents (2.33 mean score for females

versus 2.07 for males). This finding is not surprising since the

females probably feel a greater immediate responsibility for the safety

of their children than is true for the males.
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TABLE 5-5: MEAN RESPONSE TO PVTA ATTITUDE STATEMENTS BY SELECTED

CHARACTERISTICS
^

STATEMENT SELECTED CHARACTERISTIC

Bus stops are convenient

Buses run frequently enough

Bus drivers are courteous

You feel comfortable letting
your children ride the bus

Valid N=^

PANEL A: SEX
MALES
2.10

2.26

1.97

2.07

(70)

FEMALES
2.33

2.50

2.24

2.33

(171)

Buses go where you want
to go

Valid N=

PANEL B: AGE

17-24 yrs 25-34 yrs 35-44 yrs 45 yrs +

2. 15

(65)

2.15

(93)

2.24

(58)

2.48

(50)

PANEL C: ABLE TO READ ENGLISH

YES NO

Buses Go where you want to

go 2.30 2.12

Bus stops are convenient 2.34 2.12

Buses run frequently enough 2.51 2.29

Bus drivers are courteous 2.22 2.03

You feel comfortable letting ^ , '^j.-uu 2. 34 Z.Ub
your children ride the bus

Valid N= ^ (161) (80)
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.TABLE 5-5 ( CONTINUED)

STATEMENT SELECTED CHARACTERISTIC

Bus stops are convenient

PANEL D: EMPLOYMENT STATUS

EMPLOYED UNEMPLOYED STUDENT HOUSEKEEPER OTHER

2.29 2. 18 2.88 2.36 2.00

Valid N= (48) (125) (8) (96) (13)

PANEL E: PLACE OF WORK

5us fare is reasonable

HOLYOKE

2.42

SPRINGFIELD

3.20

OTHER

2.13

Valid N= (21) (4) (4)

The items listed within each panel of Table 5-5, are those on which the variation
in mean scores was significant at the .05 level.

N size varies from item to item due to missing data. N shown is the smallest
N for itmes in panel.
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Panel B of Table 5-5 shows the respondent mean scores toward

the statements about the PVTA for four separate age groups: persons

17 to 24; persons 25 to 34; persons 35 to 44; persons over 45 years

of age. Panel B shows that there is a significant variation in the

mean scores by age for the statement "buses go where you want to go".

Respondents 45 years of age or older have a higher mean score on this

item than persons in the younger age groups, especially higher than

respondents 16-34 years of age. On average, the older respondents are

in higher disagreement with the statement that buses go where you want

to go than younger respondents.

Panel C presents a further analysis of attitudes toward the PVTA bus

system but this time by respondent ability to read English. Panel C

shows that on five of the twelve positive statements toward the PVTA there

is a significant difference in the mean responses of those who read English

and those who cannot read English. On the following five items the

English reading respondents have a significantly higher mean score, in more

disagreement, than those who cannot read English: (1) "buses go where

you want to go"; (2) "bus stops are convenient"; (3) "buses run

frequently enough"; (4) bus drivers are courteous"; (5) "you feel

comfortable letting your children ride the bus".

Panels D and E complete the analysis of mean responses by showing

the differences by employment status (Panel D) and place of work (Panel E)

.

Panel D shows that the only significant mean score difference among

the five employment status groups is toward the statement, "bus stops

are convenient". Students have a high mean score of 2.88 on this item,

followed by housekeepers with a mean score of 2.36, employed persons with

a score of 2.29, the unemployed with a score of 2.18 and others with a

score of 2.00. Students are clearly in less agreement with the statement
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that PVTA "bus stops are convenient" than are any of the other

status groups.

Panel D indicates that the mean scores on the item "bus

fare is reasonable" does vary significantly by place of work. The

highest mean response on this item is for respondents working in

Springfield; those working in Springfield have a mean score of 3.20

versus a mean score of 2.42 for Holyoke workers and a score of 2.13

for those working outside of Holyoke or Springfield. Clearly, those

working in Springfield are on average the least in agreement with the

statement that the PVTA bus fare is reasonable. This may well be a

result of the fact that the bus fare to Springfield from Holyoke is

higher than traveling within Holyoke.

Index of Attitudinal Disagreement

In order to determine the overall attitude toward the twelve PVTA

attitude items, an index was calculated which is the sxim of all the

responses divided by 12. A score on this index (i.e. Index of Attitudinal

Disagreement) represents the average amount of disagreement that a

respondent has on all of these 12 items. For example, a respondent

score of 3 on this index means a respondent is on average in disagreement'

with these items.

Table 5-6 shows the distribution of respondent scores on the Index

of Attitudinal Disagreement and the average score on this index. The

average on all responses across this disagreement index is 2.2. In other

words, on average respondents as a whole are in agreement with the twelve

positive statements about the PVTA.

Panels A to F of Table 5-7 show variation in mean scores on the

Index of Attitudinal Disagreement by sex, age, ability to read English,

frequency of bus ridership, employment status and place of work. I'/hile
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TABLE 5-6: PERCENT FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENT SCORES ON THE
INDEX OF ATTITUDINAL DISAGREEMENT

INDEX SCORE FREQUENCY (%)

(range 1 to 4)

1. 7

2. 71

3. 22

4. 1

(

100.0

(213)

MEAN SCORE 2.2

ON INDEX
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TABLE 5-7: MEAN SCORES ON INDEX OF ATTITUDINAL DISAGREEMENT BY SELECTED
RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS

SELECTED CHARACTERISTIC MEAN SCORE ON INDEX VALID N

PANEL A: SEX

MALES

FEMALES

2.08 *

2.21 *

(66)

(146)

PANEL B: AGE

17-24 yrs. 2.16 (39)

25~3A yrs 2.20 (75)

35-AA yrs 2.12 (54)

45 yrs + 2.20 (44)

PANEL C: ABILITY TO READ ENGLISH

YES 2.20 (141)

NO 2.12 (71)

PANEL D: TYPE OF BUS RIDER

FREQUENT 2.21 (48)

MODERATE 2.13 (60)

NON RIDER 2.18 (103)

PANEL E: EMPLOYMENT STATUS

EMPLOYED 2.20 (36)

UNEMPLOYED 2.17 (101)

STUDENT 2.15 (4)

HOUSEKEEPER 2.21 (56)

OTHER 2.06 (11)



TABLE 5-7 ( Continued)

SELECTED CHARACTERISTIC MEAN SCORE ON INDEX VALID N

PANEL F: PLACE OF WORK

HOLYOKE 2.19 (21)

SPRINGFIELD 2.39 (4)

OTHER 2.13 (4)

Significant at the .05 level,
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there is some variation in the mean scores by the aforementioned

categories, the only statistically significant variation in mean

scores on this index is by sex. The mean score on this index for

males is 2.08 while the mean score for females is 2.21. Thus, on

average, females are in greater disagreement with all these items

than the male respondents.
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NOTES

The interviewer schedule had the following responses:

1= strongly disagree
2= disagree
3= agree
4= strongly agree

The responses were receded so that the highe r score is a

strongly disagree .

To further explore the relationship between attitudes toward
these two related statements, we compared the mean
response to the item "bus fare is reasonable" with the mean
response to the second item, "buses are an economical way
of getting around ", by the size of the respondents ' s household.
The analysis revealed that regardless of household size res-
pondents are more in disagreement with the statement that the
bus fare is reasonable than with the statement that the buses
are an economical mode of transportation.

Respondents to this question about the bus fare included
those originally aware of the current fare and respondents
first made aware of the current fare by the interviewer
and then asked to give their attitude to the bus fare.

Analysis of variance, the procedure used to determine statistical
significance, involves a test statistic referred to as the

"F ratio". The F ratio compares the variations in the attitude
scores due to selected characteristics. If the F ratio was
so large that the probability was that this variation in attitude
score would occur by chance less than five percent of the time
(.05 significance level) than we accepted the F ratio as

statistically significant for our purposes.
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VI. "TO RIDE OR NOT TO RIDE"

FACTORS AFFECTING THE DECISION TO USE THE PVTA BUSES

In this section we look, at some of the reasons people gave as

affecting their decision to ride the PVTA buses. We presented the

respondents with a list of 19 statements which may or may not have

been important factors in their decision to ride the buses. Specifically,

we asked the respondents:

People decide not to ride the PVTA buses for many different
reasons. I am going to read to you a list of reasons that
other people have given us. For each reason, tell me how.

important that reason is to you in deciding NOT to take the

PVTA buses. That is, is the reason VERY IMPORTANT, SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT, A LITTLE IMPORTANT or NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL.

Table 6-1 contains the frequency distribution of responses to each

of the 19 items for all of the respondents. For each item, we computed

a mean score. A high mean score indicates that the reason was very

important in deciding NOT to take the bus. For example, for all

respondents, the most important reason they cited for not taking the

bus was that there was no bus service on Sunday. Approximately, three

fourths (75 percent) of the respondents said this was a very or somewhat

important reason in their decision not to ride the bus.

Next, almost 70 percent of the respondents cited not being able to

get bus information in Spanish as an important reason in deciding not to

ride the buses. There appears to be an apparent inconsistency here,

since two thirds of the respondents claim they can speak and read English;

however, 44 percent of the respondents have an 8th grade education or

less and overall 85 percent did not graduate High School. In short,

though respondents claim to be able to read and speak English, their

facility with the language might be quite limited indeed.

Note, that besides item 2, the other items related to language,

item 7 and item 10, indicate that almost a majority of the respondents
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TABLE 6-1: FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO REASONS AFFECTING BUS
RIDERSHIP AMONG RESPONDENTS ( IN PERCENT)

ITEM (Rank Ordered
bv Mean Score)

NOT
VERY SOMEWHAT A LITTLE IMPORTANT

MEAN IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT AT ALL

1. No bus services on. Sunday 3.21 67 •10 18

2. Can't get bus information
in Spanish 2.83 51 11 29

3. More convenient to travel
by car 2.83 49 20 23

4. Buses don't run at the times
I need them 2.60 38 17 12 33

5. Wait is too long between
buses 2.56 36 14 20 30

6. No services for the handi-
capped 2.43 37 15 39

7. Trouble asking driver for
instructions 2.36 37 10 46

Too long to get where you
want to go 2.35 31 25 36

9. Don't know when the buses
come 2.35 32 21 38

10. Trouble reading bus infor-
mation in English 2.34 37 13 45

11. Cost too much to travel with
family 2.32 32 21 39

12. Afraid to walk from bus at

night 2.31 31 10 17 41
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TABLE 6-1 (Continued)

ITEM (RAnk Ordered
by Mean Score

NOT
VERY SOMEWHAT A LITTLE IMPORTANT

MEAN IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT AT ALL

12. Afraid to walk from bus at

night 2.31 31 10 17 41

13. Buses simply never on time 2.27 28 12 20 41

14. Can't afford 2 fares 2.24 29 22 42

15. Don't know which bus to

take 2.24 26 11 23 40

16. Fares are just too high 2.09 22 10 22 46

17. Maps are difficult to

understand 2.02 29 58

18. Bus doesn't go where I

want 1.98 24 14 56

19. Bus schedules are confusing 1.97 26 60
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(about 43 percent) claim that difficulties related to the use of the

English language were important reasons in their deciding not to

ride the buses. Item 3 suggests that the convenience of traveling

by car is a very or somewhat important factor in deciding not to take

the bus. Remember also that 52 percent of the households in our

sample have at least one car.

Of of the items ranked within the top ten, respondents cited 4

reasons related to bus scheduling as important factors in deciding not

to ride the buses. For example, in item 4, buses do not run at times

needed, 55 percent of the respondents considered this as important;

item 5, the wait is too long between buses was considered an important

obstacle by 50 percent of the respondents. Item 8, it takes too long

to get where I want to go and item 9, don't know when the buses come

were considered important reasons for not taking the bus by 40 percent

and 41 percent of the respondents, respectively.

Notice, that although the remainder of the items ranked any where

from 11th to 19th in terms of importance, all items were considered very

or somewhat important reasons in deciding not to ride the buses by over

30 percent of the respondents. These are not trivial minorities of the

respondents by any means.

In Table 6-2, we look at the distribution of responses to some of

these same 19 times for each type of bus rider: Frequent, Moderate, and

Non-riders. For each type of rider, we listed only the top ten reasons

for not riding the bus, rank ordered by highest mean score. (The entire

list of 19 items for each type of rider can be found in the appendix).

In Panel A, we provide the 10 most important reasons given by

Frequent riders in deciding NOT to ride the PVTA buses. The most

important reasons given by the Frequent riders is that there is no bus
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TABLE 6-2: 10 MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS AFFECTING BUS RIDERSHIP BY
TYPE OF BUS RIDER

PERCENT
VERY OR SOMEWHAT

ITEM MEAN IMPORTANT

PANEL A: FREQUENT RIDERS

1. No bus service on Sunday 3. 24 73

2. Too long a wait between
buses 2.69 57

3. Buses don't run at times
I need them 2.64 58

4. Can't get bus information in

Spanish 2.60 54

5. Buses are simply never on time 2.56 51

6. No services for the handi-
capped 2.46 49

7. Afraid to walk from buses
at night 2.39 43

8. Trouble asking driver for
instructions 2.36 42

9. To long to get to where I

want to go 2.34 42

10. Trouble reading bus information
in English 2.34 42

PANEL B: MODERATE RIDERS

1. No bus service on Sunday 3.41 79

2. Can't get bus information in

Spanish 3.15 70

3. Trouble asking driver for
instructions 2.76 61

4. Trouble reading bus information
in English 2.73 56
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TABLE 6-2 (Continued)

ITEM MEAN

PERCENT
1

VERY OR SOMEWHAT 1

IMPORTANT
'

con't PANEL B: MODERATE RIDERS
1

t

5. Buses don t run at times I

need them 2.68 61

/

«

(6. More convenient to travel by
car 2.64 51

7. Wait too long between buses 2.45 49

8. No services for handicapped 2.37 44

9. To costly to travel with family 2.36 42

10. Can't afford 2 fares 2.34 37
i

PANEL C: NON RIDERS

1 . More convenient to travel by

car 3. 13 68

2. No bus service on Sunday 3.10 68

3. Can't get bus information in

Spanish 2.77 58

4. Wait is too long between buses 2.57 49

5. Buses don't run at times needed 2.54 50

6. No seirvices for the handicapped 2.42 44

7. Don't know when the buses come 2.40 43

8. Don't know which bus to take 2.34 42

9. Cost to much to travel with
family 2.33 40

10. Too long to get where I want
to go 2.33 38
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service on Sunday. As we will see later, each type of bus rider mentioned

not having services on Sunday as a major reason for not riding the bus.

Apparently, a large majority of riders see the need for bus service on

Sunday. Frequent bus riders also mentioned 3 reasons all related to

problems with English as reaajns for not riding the buses. For example,

57 percent mentioned not being able to get bus information in Spanish

as important in them deciding not to ride the buses. Similarly, 42

percent said they had trouble in asking the bus driver for instructions

and 42 percent said they had trouble in reading bus information in English.

Other reasons which were important in detering Frequent riders from

deciding to ride the buses centered around problems with the actual scheduling

of the bus. In fact, the second most important reason given by the Frequent

riders for deciding not to ride the bus was that there was too long a wait

between buses (57 percent). In addition, 58 percent claim that because the

buses do not run at the times needed they decided not to ride the bus, while

51 percent said that buses simply were never on time.

Frequent bus riders also claimed to be detered from taking the bus

because they were afraid to walk home from the bus station at night (43

percent). A concern for the frequent, bus riders is that is takes too

long to get to where they want to go (42 percent). We are not sure what

it is that PVTA can do about this. Apparently, these riders must take

more than one bus to get where they are going and since this probably

involves waiting for more than one bus, they find it preferable to

take some other, albeit quicker, mode of transportation.

In Panel B, we look at the reasons cited as important in the decision

of Moderate riders to not ride the buses. At the top of the list is that

there is no bus service on Sunday. In fact, all three types of riders

cited that reason as one of the most important factors for their not

riding the PVTA buses. Specifically, for the Moderate riders, the top



three factors (leaving aside no bus service on Sunday) cited as

important in their decision not to ride the buses center around the

question of language. About 70 percent claim that they have decided

at some time not to ride the buses because they could not get the bus

information in Spanish or because they could not ask. the bus driver

for instructions (61 percent) and 56 percent said they have decided

not to ride the bus on occasion because they had difficulty in reading

the bus infoirmation \jritten in English.

There was also concern among the Moderate riders about issues related

to bus scheduling; even though the issue of language was a bit more

important. Nevertheless, 61 percent cited that buses don't run at

times needed, and that there was too long a wait between buses (49 percent)

as important reasons in deciding not to ride the buses.

That it is more convenient to travel by car was given as an important

reason not to ride the bus by 51 percent of the persons in this group.

Also, unlike the Frequent riders. Moderate riders mentioned two reasons

related to the costs of riding as important factors in deciding not to

ride the bus.

The other reasons most frequently given as obstacles to riding

the bus center about the issue of bus scheduling. About 49 percent

said that the wait between buses was too long; 50 percent said that

buses don't run at times needed; 43 percent indicated that they don't

know when the buses come and 42 percent said they don't know which

buses to take. Note also that 40 percent also gave the reason that

it is too costly to travel the buses with their family.

Respondents were asked to further elaborate on four of the nineteen

problem areas listed in Table 6-1 and to provide any suggestions they

had for alleviating these problems. Below are the four problem areas
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and the open-ended questions that followed them. Note that respondents

were only asked the open-ended question if they indicated that the

problem area was a very or somewhat important reason in their decision

not to ride the PVTA bus.

1. "The buses don't run at the times you need them."

If very important or somewhat important, please tell us the
times that you would like to have the bus service.

2. "The buses just don't get where you want to go."

If very important or somewhat important, please tell us
the locations you would like to see added to the bus route.

3. "The bus maps are too difficult to understand."

If very important or somewhat important, please ask respondent
to explain what problems they have using the maps.

4. "The bus schedules are confusing."

If very important or somewhat important, please ask respondent
to explain in what way the schedules are confusing.

In light of the fact that only the first of the preceding four problem

areas was considered by over 50 percent of the respondents as a very or

somewhat important reason for not riding the PVTA buses (see Table 6-1),

in this section we will present the responses to the open-ended question

for the first statement only (i.e. please tell us the times that you

would like to have the bus service).'^

Table 6-3 indicates that there were six substantive suggestions

that respondents gave for times they want the bus service to run. Forty-

seven percent of the respondents indicated that they want the buses to

run later at night (i.e. after 5 P.M. in the evening). Another 17 percent

indicated that buses should run more frequently than they currently

operate. Respondents who gave this as a suggestion primarily wanted

the bus to run every half hour. The next two time preferences mentioned

by 12 percent of the respondents were that buses should run on Sundays
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TABLE 6-3: RESPONDENT SUGGESTIONS FOR TIMES THEY WOULD WANT PVTA
BUSES TO RUN

SUGGESTION FREOUENCY

1. Buses should run more
frequently- 15 to 30

minutes

2. Buses should run on Sundays

3. Buses should run later at night
(after 5 PM)

4. Buses should run early in the

mornings (before 5AM)

5. Buses should run both earlier
in the mornings and later in

the evenings

6. Buses should run all day (24 hrs)

7. Other miscellaneous comments

17

12

47

12

9

2

i
i

i

Valid N=

100.0

(138)
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and that buses should run both earlier in the morning and later in the

evenings. Additionally, nine percent indicated that they wanted buses

to run all day and night. Lastly, one percent of the respondents

indicated they wanted the buses to run early in the morning.
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NOTES

1. See Tables A-1 to A-3 in the Appendix for the distribution
of responses to the other three open-ended questions.
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VII. BUS SCHEDULES AND CENTRAL TELEPHONE INFORMATION SYSTEM

Bus Schedules

The PVTA provides an assortment of bus information and bus maps

to all PVTA riders and potential clients. In addition, the PVTA provides

a central telephone information system service through which persons in

the community can call the number 781-PVTA for information about bus

routes and schedules. To take full advantage of these informative PVTA

"hand-outs" and services, persons have to be relatively at ease with

the English language.

To determine both awareness and utilization of these information

services by the Hispanic community in Holyoke, we asked the survey

respondents a set of questions related to the PVTA bus schedules and

the central telephone information system.

Panel A of Table 7-1 shows that while 53 percent of the respondents

are aware of the existence of a PVTA bus schedule, a full 47 percent

are not aware of such information. Panel B of Table 7-1 indicates that

47 percent of the respondents know where to get bus information if

needed. Table 7-2 shows the results of cross-tabulating respondent

awareness of bus schedules with respondent knowledge of where to get

bus information. This table shows that almost one third (31 percent)

of the respondents who are aware of bus schedules do not know where to

get the bus information.

Returning to Table 7-1, Panel C indicates utilization of the bus

schedules on a regular basis among those respondents that are aware of

the bus schedules. Only one-third of the respondents use the bus schedules

regularly

.

Panels A to C of Table 7-3 indicates knowledge, awareness, and use

of PVTA bus schedules by frequency of bus ridership. Panel A shows that

67 percent of the Frequent riders are aware of the PVTA bus schedule
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TABLE 7-1: RESPONDENT AWARENESS, KNOWLEDGE AND USE OF PVTA BUS SCHEDULES

FREQUENCY %

PANEL A:

AWARENESS OF PVTA BUS SCHEDULE

YES

NO

53

47

100.0

Valid N= (295)

PANEL B:

KNOWLEDGE OF WHERE TO GET
BUS INFORMATION

YES

NO

43

57

100.0

Valid N= (293)

PANEL C:

USE PVTA BUS SCHEDULES ON
A REGULAR BASIS *

YES

NO

32

68

100.0
Valid N=(i59)

* Only asked of persons
aware of bus schedules
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TABLE 7-2: RESPONDENT KNOWLEDGE OF WHERE TO GET BUS INFORMATION BY

THEIR AWARENESS OF EXISTENCE OF BUS SCHEDULE (In Percent)

RESPONDENT AWARE OF BUS SCHEDULE

RESPONDENT KNOWS
WHERE TO GET INFORMATION YES NO

rES 69 12

NO 31

100.0

(156)

88

100.0

(134)
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TABLE 7-3: RESPONDENT AWARENESS, KNOWLEDGE , AND USE OF PVT A BUS
SCHEDULES BY TYPE OF BUS RIDER (In Percent)

TYPE OF BUS RIDER
FREQUENT MODERATE NON-RIDER

PANEL A:

AWARENESS OF PVTA
BUS SCHEDULE 67 58 47

(66) (66) (159)

PANEL B:

KNOWLEDGE OF
WHERE TO GET
BUS SCHEDULES 62 43 65

(65) (65) (159)

PANEL C: USE OF
PVTA BUS SCHEDULES
ON A REGULAR BASIS

YES 56 34 17

(45) (38) ( 75)
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while a smaller percentage of the Moderate riders and Non-riders know

of its existence (58 percent and 47 percent, respectively).

Interestingly, Panel B of Table 7-3 shows that almost two-thirds of

both Frequent and Non-riders know where to get PVTA bus schedules while

only 43 percent of the Moderate riders know where to get such information.

Evidently, Non-riders know where to get the PVTA information even if

they do not actually use the bus services.

Table 7-4 shows the results of a crosstabulation of respondent awareness

of bus schedules with respondent knowledge of where to get the bus schedules

but this time by type of bus rider. Table 7-4 shows that while the

majority of Frequent, Moderate, and Non-riders who are aware of the

existence of bus schedules know where to get them, a slightly higher

percentage of the Frequent riders know where to get bus information than

is true of the other two groups (79 percent of the Frequent riders

versus 63 percent of the Moderate riders and 66 percent of the Non-riders)

.

Lastly, Panel C of Table 7-3 shows that while only one third of

the Moderate riders use the PVTA schedule regularly over half of the

Frequent riders avail themselves of this information regularly. Neverthe-

less, a full 44 percent of the Frequent riders are not using the bus

schedules

,

Central Telephone Information System

Panels A and B of Table 7-4 show respondent awareness and use of

the central telephone information system.

In Panel A of Table 7-5, we find that three-fourths of the respondents

are aware of PVTA's central telephone infomatin system. Panel B

indicates that the overwhelming majority of the respondents, 86 percent,

never use this service.

Table 7-6 allows us to study awareness and use of the central

telephone information system by type of bus rider. Panel A of Table 7-6
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TABLE 7-4: RESPONDENTS KNOWLEDGE OF WHERE TO GET BUS INFORMATION
FOR THOSE AWARE OF BUS SCHEDULES BY TYPE OF RIDER (In Percent)

KNOWLEDGE OF
WHERE TO GET INFORMATION FREQUENT

TYPE OF BUS RIDER
MODERATE NON-RIDER

YES

NO

79

21

63

37

100
Valid N = (43)

ICQ

( 38)

66

34

100

( 74)
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TABLE 7-5: RESPONDENT AWARENESS AND USE OF CENTRAL TELEPHONE
INFORMATION SYSTEM (In Percent)

RESPONDENTS
Frequency %

PANEL A: AWARENESS OF CENTRAL
TELEPHONE- INFORI^ATION

YES

NO

VALID N

25

75

100

(294)

PANEL B: USE OF CENTRAL TELEPHONE
INFORMATION SYSTEM

NEVER 86

ONCE 3

A FEW TIMES 9

MANY TIMES 2

ALL THE TIME 1

100

VALID N = (298)
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TABLE 7-8: RESPONDENT AWARENESS AND USE OF THE CENTRAL TELEPHONE
INFORMATION SYSTEM BY TYPE OF BUS RIDER (In Percent)

TYPE OF BUS RIDER
MODERATE NON-RIDER

2A

(63)

24

(160)

86

8

5

2

0

100

(66)

88

1

11

0

0

100

(161)

FREQUENT

PANEL A:

AWARENESS OF
CENTRAL TELEPHONE
INFORMATION SYSTEM

YES 33

Valid N = (67)

PANEL B:

USE OF
CENTRAL TELEPHONE
INFORMATION SYSTEM

NEVER 79

ONCE 2

A FEW TIME 10

MANY TIMES 6

ALL THE THE 3

100

Valid N = (67)
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shows that while a slightly higher percent of the Frequent riders

are aware of the central telephone information system than is true

of Moderate and Non-riders the majority of all three groups are

not aware of this service. Furthermore, in Panel B of Table 7-6, we

find that over 80 percent of all three groups of bus riders never

use the central telephone information system.
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SECTION VIII: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND MRKETING STRATEGY

According to our estimates, approximately one quarter(25 percent)

of the Hispanics in Holyoke ride the PVTA buses at least once a

week. An additional 25 percent ride the buses no more than a few

times a month and about half of the Hispanic population (50 percent)

hardly ever ride the buses (either never or no more than a few

t imes a year)

.

Since we did not at the time of this writing have access

to similar estimates for the general Holyoke population, we can-

not say whether Hispanics, on average, ride the bus more or less fre-

quently than other groups in Holyoke, Suffice it to say, that

half of the Hispanics make use of the PVTA buses at least once a

month while the other half hardly ever make use of the buses.

According to our findings, the typical Frequent user of the

PVTA bus service is female(60 percent), under the age of 25 years

(67 percent), has a median age of 19 years, is able to read and

speak English (80 percent) and is likely to be a student (50 per-

cent) or unemployed (25 percent).

In between the Frequent riders and the Non-riders, we discerned

a distinct group of riders, 'v-'hich we labeled Moderate riders. This

jroup of riders make regular use of the buses on a monthly basis,

riding the buses regularly but no more than a few times a month.

The typical Moderate rider could be characterized as female (60

percent), under the age of 3A years (78 percent), has a median age of

23 years, is somewhat less likely to be comfortable with English than .

are the Frequent riders, and is likelv to be astudent{32 percent), or an un-

employed person (34 percent) or housekeeper (20 percent).
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Finally, the third group we discerned were labeled Non-riders,

persons who never ride the bus or ride no more than a few times

a year. This group was just as likely to be male as female, more

likely to be between the ages of 25 to 34 years (28 percent) and

under the age of 16 years (27 percent) and hays a median age of

27 years. In general. Non-riders tend to be somewhat older than

persons in either of the other two groups of riders.

In looking for differences across each of the three types of

bus riders, we were unable to discern any pattern using the standard

socio-demographic variables reported throughout this report- with

the exception of being a student. In short, students were the

most likely persons to be Frequent riders; however, there were no

other real differences across the three types of riders with respect

to age, sex, employment status or language ability. Note that age,

is in fact confounded with being a student, so that we can

state that younger persons are infect more likely to be Frequent

riders as compared to older persons.'^

Attitudes Toward PVTA

In general, the respondents expressed a favorable overall

evaluation of PVTA services; however, there were some negative

evaluations on specific aspects of the PVTA services.

First, the good news. Overall, almost 75 percent or three

quarters of the respondents thought the PVTA services provided in

their community were good or very good. There were no differences

among the three types of riders either. All three expressed the same

overall positive assessment of PVTA services.

There was, however, some negative reaction when we asked

respondents to evaluate 12 statements concerning different aspects
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of the PVTA services . The female respondents felt thattl) the bus

stops were not conveniently located; 2) the buses did not run fre-

quently enough; 3) the bus drivers are not courteous; and 4) they

didn't always feel comfortable letting their children ride the buses.

Also, persons over 45 years of age felt the buses just did

not go where they wanted to go.

The analysis of attitudes toward specific aspects of PVTA

suggest that sizeable minorities of the respondents don't feel

comfortable letting their children ride the buses; however, this

we think basically refers to very young children who are not riding

buses by themselves anyway. Second, almost 40 percent of the res-

pondents think the buses do not run frequently enough; 33 percent

don't think the bus fare is reasonable; another 30 percent don' t

think bus schedule information is readily available; 33 percent

feel the buses are not usually on time and 28 percent think the

location of the bus stops are not conveniently located and that

buses don't go where they want them to go.

Of course, we assume PVTA is not in a position to change the

bus system to improve the ratio of negative to positive attitudes

for all the items noted above; however, as we will note later in

the report, PVTA can work to improve its image with respect to

at least some of these items.

Obstacles To Increased Ridership

We also were able to ascertain some of the things which

deter people from riding the bus. In short, we presented the

respondents with a list of 19 reasons which may or may not have

been important factors in their decision not to ride the bus.

Several reasons were frequently mentioned regardless of the type
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of bus rider the respondent happen to be.

First, almost all respondents mentioned not having bus

service on Sunday as a deterent to riding the buses more often. In

brief, Sunday is apparently a day when the weekly chores having

been taken care of , people would like to go out, see a movie,

visit friends and relatives or just go out for recreation. Frequent,

Moderate and even Non-riders would apparently make use of the bus

service if it were provided on Sunday.

Overall, respondents thought that travelling by car was jj-st a more

convenient alternative to the bus. Besides the two reasons just

stated, several other factors all related to language came up as

reasons for not riding the buses. For example, at_ least 40 percent

of the respondents mentioned not being able to get bus information

in Spanish (59 percent), not being able to ask the bus driver for

information (44 percent), and having trouble reading bus information

in English(42 percent) as important reasons for decicttrg not to

ride the buses. In addition, respondents also claimed that the buses

don't rutj- at the times they need them (55 percent), the wait is too

long between buses (50 percent) , that they don't know when the

buses come (41 percent), and that the buses are simply never on time

(40 percent) as important factors in deciding not to ride the PVTA bus.

The weight given to each of the 19 factors which we elicited

responses for varied markedly by type of bus rider. The findings

in Table 6.2, preserte± the difference across each of the three

types of riders. Nevertheless, the items listed above, accurately

summarize the factors most affecting bus ridership.
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MARKETING PVTA

One of the overriding objectives of this study was to

identify marketing opportunities and problem situations with

respect to increasing PVTA bus ridership. In this section, we

elaborate on both the opportunities for increasing bus ridership

and the obstacles toward increased bus ridership among members

of the Holyoke Hispanic population.

Opportunities for Increasing Ridership

It is apparent from the findings of this survey, that there is

a clear demand for bus services on Sunday and for an increase

in rhe number of hours bus services are provided during weekdays.

1. Bus Service on Sunday

Almost invariably when we asked respondents what was

the most important reason in deciding not to ride the PVTA buses,

the response was that there were no services available on Sunday.

In fact, even for the Non-riders in our study, no service on

Sunday was cited as the second most important reason for deciding

not to ride the buses. Of course, implementation of such seirvice

would be a major undertaking for PVTA; however, at least for

Hispanics in Holyoke, the demand and need for such service is there.

2. Need for Bus Services at Different Times

Another important factor involved in the decision not to ride

the buses had to do with the times the buses run. Clear majorities

of Frequent riders (58 percent ) and Moderate riders (61 percent)^

as well as Non-riders (50 percent )j claim that the buses don't run

at the times they need them. l>/hen we asked what times they wanted the

buses to run, it was clear that for the most part thev wanted buses

to run somewhat later into the evening. Of course, there were persons
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who wanted 24 hour bus services but by and large, respondents

(irrespective of type of rider) simply wanted service past 6 PM.

Our reading of their responses suggest most persons would be

satisfied with an extending of hours till about 9 PM. In short,

what respondents were saying is that they wanted to get home from

the malls by bus. All told, there is a strong demand for extending

bus service a few hours past the current limit.

Problem Situations

1. Issue of Language

Several of the major reasons for deciding not to ride the

buses centered around the issue of language. For all three

types of bus riders, several of the top 10 reasons for not taking

the bus were related to having trouble with bus information

written in English. As we noted elsewhere in the report, though

am^ority of the respondents say they are able to read and

speak English we could not ascertain how well they are able to do

so. However, majorities of Frequent, Moderate, and Non-riders all

said that they had decided(at some time) not to take the bus

because they could either not get the information in Spanish, had

trouble reading the bus information in English or felt they

would have trouble asking the bus driver for direction in English.

We argue that providing the Hispanic community with bus

schedules and other PVTA material, written in Spanish, would help

increase bus ridership. However, let us qualify this statement.

In order for bus schedules, maps and other materials to be useful,

they must be easy to use, clear ^
basically not confusing. Of

course, this should be the rule for any product meant to be read by

a general audience. In short, the material , particularly the schedules
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and bus routes, should be produced withan eye toward simplicity

and clarity. P\^A is obviously in the position to produce such

document based on their past experiences.

The major point being made here is that bus ridership among

Hispanics could be increased with the distribution of PVTA

•materials written in Spanish. In fact, our survey results indicate

that approximately 93 percent of respondents not currently using

the bus schedules would definitely or probably use the schedules

if they were available in Spanish. Additionally, 96 percent of

the respondents would definitely or probably use the PVTA central

telephone information system if information were provided in

Spanish.

The translation and cost of producing Spanish materials is a

one -time fixed cost. THe investment is relatively small compared

with the increase in ridership revenues to be gained over the

span of just one year. Note that it is important that the

translation of any materials be done preferably by a professional

translator

.

2 , Cost of Travelling By Bus

Moderate and Non-riders in our survey both mentioned that the

cost of travelling by bus had deterred them from ridigg. Approxi-

mately, 40 percent of the Moderate and Non-riders said that it was too

costly to travel with their families and that they could not afford

a double fare. Given the stark economic realities of today, it is

unlikely that PVTA will cut its fares. However, we suggest that

PVTA continue to look into extending their system of bus

transfers

.
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3 . The Perception that PVTA Buses are Never on Time

A majority of Frequent, Moderate and Non-riders said that

they have at times decided not to take the buses because they

felt that buses were never on time or that they would la^ve to wait

too long for a bus. It may, in fact, be true that the buses

always come late or that they do not run frequently enough. The

monitoring of such events is obviously something PVTA is concerned

about and has undoubtedly undertaken to do. We argue her?, however,

that with the widespread distribution of bus schedules and maps

in both English and Spanish, this perception among Hispanics may

change in a more favorable direction. If bus schedules and maps

are made readily available and riders make use of then, then

persons may realize that the buses co come at the schedule times.

Again, if the Hispanic community has bus schedules

and maps available to them and they begin to use them on a

regular basis, it is hoped th^t the problems related to thinking

the buses are not on time will diminish.

Distribution of PVTA Materials

Our findings indicate a clear need for the distribution

of more printed materials among the respondents. This , of course,

leads to the question, of what is the best way of distributing the

material. Below are some recommendations for the distribution of

PVTA information.

1. One of the major findings of the study was that young persons^

in general^ and students in particular are some of PVTA's most fre-

quent customers. The high frequency of ridership among this group
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suggests that an inexpensive and efficient way of distributing

PVTA material is through the local schools, particularly the

high schools. Obviously, this distribution is not meant to be

geared toward Hispanic students only but to all students in

general. Note that as we argued earlier the information when

distributed through the local school system should be provided

in both English and Spanish.

In addition, to getting PVTA material to students , distri-

bution of PVTA information through the schools will insure

that the parents of the students will eventually see copies of

this information.

2. In addition to distributing materials directly to students ,

respondents suggested other places they wish to see PVTA bus

information. Specifically, we asked the respondents for recommendations

for where PVTA can provide bus information. Based on their

suggestions, we would recommend distrihjf'ing PVTA material in the

following places (also see Table A-7 in the Appendix)

.

a) At PVTA bus stops
b) On the PVTA buses themselves
c) At the main bus stop at City Hall
d) At local stores (e.g. grocery stores)

Usfe of the Media

In addition to distributing PVTA materials through the local

schools, in the buses themselves, or leaving such material in local

shops, PVTA should consider using some form of mass media to make

Hispanics aware of the services provided and where they can be. ob-

tained.
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1. Newspapers

National studies indicate that among Hispanics radio and

television are more popular media forms than are newspapers.

Those findings are in accord with what we found in our survey.

Approximately 60 percent of the respondents never or seldom read

the newspapers. However if PVTA does decide to advertise via the

newspaper, we found that the most frequently read newspaper was

the Holyoke Transcript (47 percent of the respondents read it) fol-

lowed by the Vocero , a Spanish newspaper printed in Puerto Rico

( 42 percent of the respondents read it). Also, five percent

of the newspaper readers read the Morning Union .

2. Radio

We recommend that PVTA advertise on the radio through

Spanish language stations in order to make Hispanics aware of

its bus services, particularly the central telephone information

system. The reasons for focusing on the radio are several. First,

national studies indicate that Spanish radio stations serve as the

primary source of information for many Hisppnics, particulary

those with low incomes, those over 34 years of age and females.

Second, Hispanics have higher listening levels than the non-Hispanic

population. These findings are consistent with our own. Approximately,

93 percent of the respondents listen to the radio everyday or at

least a few times a week. Though we did not tap it in our survey,

other surveys of Hispanics indicate that the time period with th.3

highest Hispanic listening levels is from 10 AM to 3 BM, Monday

to Friday. The worst time period to advertise is from 3 to 7 PM.

The most frequently listened to radio stations among; our respondents

are La Grande -WQXQ (listened to by 56 percent of the respondents) and
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La Gran Cadena which programs half a day in Spanish (listened to

by 46 percent of the respondents)

.

Topics Requiring Further Research

We begin this section with a disclaimer, namely that we

did not do well in measuring specific problems the Hispanic

community has with the existing bus routes. Part of the problem

can be traced to oversights at the time the survey instrument

was constructed. However, another part is due to the difficulty

in measuring individual problems with existing bus routes.

In conversations with the interviewers at the end of the data

collection phase, we were told that many respondents had

the following problems. First, interviewers claimed that respondents

felt there were not enough bus routes which brought the buses

directly through the "Flats". Next, respondents also felt that they

needed to walk inordinate distance* to get to High Street.

Thirdly, interviewers mentioned that respondents wanted the buses

that go to Springfield from High St. to nake at least one stop

in the "Flats". Apparently, there is a sizeable traffic of Hispanics

to Springfield.

During the interview itself, respondents who were dissatisfied

with current bus routes were asked to indicate the locations they

would like to see added to the bus routes. In addition, some of

the problems associated with bus routes were elicited at the end of

survey when we asked respondents if they had any suggestions for

improving PVTA services. In the Appendix are listed both the

preferred bus locations (Table A-1) and the respondents' suggestions

(Table A-4)

.
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NOTES

Note that we regressed the selected socio-deraographic
characteristics described ia this report on a dependent
variable which took a value of 1 for Frequent riders and
a value of 0 for Non-riders and Moderate riders. The only
significant predictor of being a Frequent rider was being a

student. We were unable to predict who the Non-riders were •

either. In short, with the exception of the status of student,
we are unable to predict Frequent or Non-riders using the

standard socio-demographic variables. Regressions are not
presented in the report.
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Section IX: RECOMMENDED EARLY ACTION MARKETING PROGRAM

Problem Situations

1. SERVICE .CHARACTERISTICS (reference Page 81 )

It must be noted that a large number of respondents pointed

to two service characteristics as hindrances to riding PVTA buses.

Specifically, people expressed an interest in both Sunday service

and later evening service, particularly to and from the shopping

malls. This is not a surprising statistic but the question that

must be asked is if PVTA were to institute such service what would

the farebox return be and how would it compare to the operating

investment required? Historically the scale has tipped far from

center toward an unjustifiable expenditure of operating resources

for the few passengers who take advantage of the service. Recent

developments, however, suggest that a more in-depth analysis of

the request for Sunday service may prove fruitful. With the change

in Massachusetts Blue Laws, more and more people will be shopping in

retail centers on Sunday. The study shows an expressed demand for

Sunday bus service among the respondents but a demand analysis con-

ducted among the general population would be advisable if PVTA

chooses to pursue this as an option in their service configuration.

Interestingly, 73% of frequent riders cited the lack of Sunday sei-

vice as a hindrance to riding. This suggests that these people

(approximately 206 out of total sample) would use the service since

they regularly ride PVTA buses during the week.

Although we see a similar trend in the request for later even-

ing service, ridership statistics have confirmed that the level of

use is low. There being no change m uncontrollable influences.
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as with Sunday openings, this frequent response should be kept in

mind for future reference.

In this section, those marketing strategies identified in

Section VIII will be outlined according to a recommended schedule

for implementation. Rather than focus on options for new or ex-

tended bus service, these strategies will be aimed at increasing

ridership on existing PVTA services.

LANGUAGE (reference page 82 )

Traditionally transit information is dispersed through four

vehicles namely PVTA's Telephone Information Center, Bus Map,

Schedules and Transit Tips Brochure. On the street, potential

riders may ask scheduling questions of inspectors and bus drivers.

Telephone Information Center

PVTA should consider having a bilingual telephone information

operator or training a current staff member in the Spanish language.

An overwhelming majority of respondents knew about the Telephone

Information Center but never used it. If PVTA were to adopt this

recommendation, it then becomes advisable to inform the Hispanic

Community about the availability of a person who can answer their

transit questions in Spanish. This can occur through radio promo-

tions, as well as through information distribution points as dis-

cussed later in this section.

Parties Responsible: Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

Suggested Implementation Date: Fiscal Year 1984-1985

Projected Cost: Variable depending upon present staffing levels

and personnel management practices.

Bus Map

PVTA's bus map now contains a paragraph in Spanish which

briefly describes how to use the bus map and where to get more
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information. It directs readers to PVTA's Telephone Information

Center, however, where there is little or no capability to answer

a question in Spanish. We do not recommend expanding the type of

reference contained herein but call attention again to the need

for a bilingual telephone information operator. Furthermore,

Transit Tips, discussed next, should rectify any difficulties the

Hispanic community may have with the regional bus map.

Transit Tips

The publication "Transit Tips" has been designed to serve as

a subregional bus map, dividing the transit district into its major

route structure centers. At the time of this writing, it is our

understanding that Transit Tips/Holyoke which showtl-ie route con-

figuration in the city and between Holyoke and Springfield, West-

field, Chicopee and surrounding suburbs is being translated into

Spanish. This action is commendable and should provide route infor-

mation and "how to's" to the Spanish speaking population where it

would otherwise be lacking. Our recommendation therefore is that

this brochure be available at the distribution centers as noted

later in this section.

Parties Responsible: Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

Suggested Implementation Date: Fiscal Year 1984

Projected Cost: Translation $100.00*

(*may be waived by social service agency willing
to do translation)

Production and Printing (estimated for 300 copies)
$900.00

Schedules

To a new or moderate user of transit, bus schedules can be

somewhat confusing if one was never instructed on how to use them.

For this group of respondents, some brief bilingual description
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of how to use the schedule is recommended. In addition, the

the perception that buses are never on time might be attributal

to a misunderstanding about how to identify the correct time a

bus is scheduled to depart and arrive at a given location.

Parties Responsible: Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

Suggested Implementation Date: Fiscal Year 1984

Projected Cost: Translation $30.00

Production and Printing Costs should be absorbed

in regular schedule printing expenses

.

3. COST OF TRAVELLING BY BUS (reference page 83 )

No further recommendations, cost analysis, or suggested imple

mentation schedules are presented for consideration.

4. PERCEPTION THAT PVTA BUSES ARE NEVER ON TIME (reference page 83)

No further recommendations, cost analysis, or suggested imple

mentation schedules are presented for consideration.

Distribution of Materials

1. SCHOOLS (reference page 84)

A program designed for dispensing transit information through

schools would improve the level of information available not only

to Hispanic students but the general student population as well.

Moreover, information dispersed through schools, as a general rule

will find its way to student's parents.

It is recommended that a 2-phased program be designed for

Holyoke Schools. A further breakdown according to grade level is

also suggested with a program first geared toward Jr. High Schools

then High Schools, and lastly Elementary schools. This is recom-

mended because of the demographic profile of riders (see page 21).
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5,

Open and direct lines of communication with Holyoke's School Super-

intendent, Principals and Teachers would help assure, from the initial

planning stages, that a program will complement their course offerings.

In Phase I it is suggested that a travelling transit program be

made available to schools as a special event which may include such

things as:

• slide/tape presentation

• discussion by drivers, mechanics, etc. of jobs in transit

• tour of garage facility

• bus ride

Phase II would be a more in-depth program designed with input

from a core group of faculty. The goal of such a program would be to

integrate transit information into the regular school curricula. For

example, a math lesson could calculate bus mileage, cost per mile,

farebox revenue, cost per passenger, and subsidy per passenger. Cal-

culations could then be broadened to a week's time, over a month, and

year. Similar opportunities can be identified for many, if not all

subject matter taught in schools. Teachers' workbooks and mimeograph

masters would be developed with the objective of making the program

easy for teachers to use and enjoyable for students to study.

Parties Responsible: Pioneer Valley Transit Authority*
Holyoke Street Railway Company

*may select to subcontract work

Suggested Implementation Date: Phase I Fiscal Year 1984

Phase II planning Fiscal Year 1985
Implementation Fiscal Year 1986

Projected Costs: Phase I - $800 (slide/tape presentation plus 10

weeks staff time including Program Director and

HSRC personnel, for planning, coordinating and

carrying out programs at eight Holyoke schools.
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6.

Projected Costs: Phase II - $2 000 Teachers Manual and Masters

plus 25 person weeks for planning and coordinat-

ing with Hoiyoke School Department personnel.

2. BUS STOPS (reference page 85)

Installing schedule information at bus stops is a sensible

investment at high use areas. PVTA is now in the process of doing

this in passenger waiting shelters. As people are generally aware

of bus stop markings, schedule information installed at each bus

stop sign may prove useful. It is recommended that PVTA look more

closely at two products on the market, namely, Transi-Tube and

Guide-a-Ride to determine their effectiveness in other transit

regions and their applicability in the Pioneer Valley.

3. BUSES (reference page 85)

Survey respondents, when asked to name locations where transit

information should be available, named buses themselves as a high

priority location. This response may be attributable to a general

awareness that buses do carry schedules or conversely, may show

that people are not finding the schedule information that should

be carried on buses as required by PVTA policy.

It is therefore recommended that the policy of having bus

schedules available on buses be reinforced to ensure a ready supply

is always available.

Parties Responsible: Pioneer Valley Transit Authority
Hoiyoke Street Railway Company

Suggested Implementation Date: Immediate

Projected Costs: Not Applicable

4 . CITY HALL (reference page 85)

Respondents expect to find transit information at City Hall.

At the time of this writing, PVTA is investigating the feasibility
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7.

of installing visually-appealing electronic information systems

at high volume passenger boarding locations. If PVTA moves forward

with purchasing this type of system, it is recommended that an

installation occur at City Hall in Holyoke. In the meantime,

static displays containing schedules, bus maps and brochures should

be maintained on a daily, or as required, basis to insure the avail-

ability of materials.

Parties Responsible: Pioneer Valley Transit Authority
Holyoke Street Railway Company

Suggested Implementation Date: Electronic display - pending
Other - immediate

Projected Costs: Electronic display - pending
Other - not applicable

5. LOCAL STORES (reference Table A-5 and A-7 )

Four local stores and two major grocery stores were identified

by respondents as the place they most often do their shopping. It

is recommended that those stores be contacted to ask if they would

house transit information. Simple wall-mounted or countertop

schedule racks for dispersing schedules and other information could

be made available to those store owners. Again, frequent maintenance

is required to ensure adequate supplies of materials.

Parties Responsible: Pioneer Valley Transit Authority*
Holyoke Street Railway Company

*PVTA may select to subcontract work.

Suggested Implementation Dates: Fiscal Years 1984 and 1985

Projected Costs: $50.00 per unit based upon in-house
construction

6. MALLS (reference Table A-6)

The survey found that PVTA ' s best performance among this popu-

lation was to and from shopping malls. Specifically, respondents
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8.

frequented K-Mart , Zayres , the Holyoke Mall, and the Fairfield

Mall. It is recommended that a passenger information system such

as that recently installed in the Holyoke Mall be offered to the

three other shopping centers. These systems do not dispense

schedules, but rather display them for easy reference near bus

stop locations.

Parties Responsible: Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

Suggested Implementation Dates: Fiscal Year 1984-85

Projected Costs: $350 per unit

Advertising

1. RADIO (reference page 36)

Sixty percent of the survey sample seldom or never read

newspapers. Of the 40 percent who do, 47 percent read the Holyoke

Transcript-Telegram. It is therefore recommended that newspapers

not be used to convey advertising messages to this target group.

Radio would be a more cost-effective media since 93 percent of

the survey respondents frequently listen to it. It is recommended

that PVTA pursue the possibility of broadcasting Public Service

Announcements (PSAs) on Spanish-speaking radio stations or pro-

grams. Meetings should be scheduled with station managers to

explain the marketing study and efforts being made to provide a

cost-effective means of marketing to their audience. Further, a

combination of PSAs and purchased radio advertisements may prove

to be effective for reaching a wide audience, as well as being

attractive to station managers. Care must be taken to insure

that the content of the Public Service Announcements is not the

same as that of paid advertising. For example, a PSA may announce

the availability of "Transit Tips" in the Spanish language while

an advertisement would describe how to use transit.
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Advertisements and PSAs should be placed on WQXQ and La

Gran Cadena. This would reach the Spanish-speaking population

in the entire PVTA region as well. Based upon the problems

cited by respondents, messages which should be conveyed through

radio advertisements include: PVTA buses are on-time; the places

PVTA buses go; how to get information and how to use a schedule;

scheduling (e.g., transfers and convenience); cost savings of

using PVTA versus automobiles; and information availability in

Spanish (if implemented)

.

Parties Responsible: Pioneer Valley Transit Authority*

*may select to subcontract work

Suggested Implementation Schedule: Fiscal Year 1984-1989
with year-end reviews to

determine compaign(s)
ef fectiveness

.

Projected Costs: $2,500 per year
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TABLE A-1: RESPONDENT PREFERENCES FOR ADDITIONAL BUS ROUTES

BUS ROUTE PREFERENCES RESPONDENTS
Frequency %

More stops in the "Flats" 29

More stops in Springfield. 11

More stops along Sargeant Street 13

More bus routes in Holyoke 6

More routes to the Holyoke Hospital 5

Other specific locations:

Lyman Terrace 2

Volden Village 3

Northampton 3

Westover Airforce Base 2

Zayre's 2

Jackson Street 2

Medical West Building 2

Chicopee 3

Near my home 3

Chestnut Street 2

Hartford 2

Holyoke Mall to Fairfield Mall 2

Prison route in Springfield 3

Bus stop , corner of Adam and Main St. 2

Suffolk and High Street 2

South Deerfield 2

Easthampton, Westfield 2

"Too*

Valid N= (62)

Over 100.0 percent due to rounding off.



TABLE A-2: SPECIFIC RESPONDENT PROBLEMS USING PVTA BUS MAP

SPECIFIC PROBLEMS WITH RESPONDENTS
BUS MAPS Frequency %

Respondent has never seen a bus map 24

Respondent does not understand the bus maps 28

Bus maps are in English 16

Maps are not clearly marked; very complicated 27

Respondent does not know how to read ANY maps 5

Maps do not indicate times buses run 1

icq''

Valid N= ( 89)

Missing Cases<211)

Fluctuates from 100.0 percent due to rounding off.



TABLE A- 3: RESPONDENT EXPLANATIONS ON HOW BUS SCHEDULES ARE CONFUSING

HOW BUS SCHEDULES RESPONDENTS
ARE CONFUSING Frequency %

They are difficult to read 17

They are in English 1

Buses are never on time 32

Bus routes are not clearly marked on schedules 2

Buses should run more frequently 30

Buses should run later in the evenings 5

Buses should run earlier in the mornings 1 .

Buses should run both earlier and later in the day 1

I have NEVER seen a bus schedule 6

Other responses:

Bus stops should be covered 1

Numerical status confusing 1

Need more exact bus times (e.g. 6-6:15) 1

Sometimes buses are too full and wait too long 1

Valid N= ( 84)

Missing Cases= (216)

Fluctuations from 100 percent due to rounding off.



TABLE A-4: RESPONDENT SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS TO THE PVTA

SUGGESTIONS /COMMENTS RESPONDENTS
Frequency %

PVTA should employ more Hispanics 12

PVTA buses should run later in the evenings . 9

There should be more buses through the "Flats" 8

PVTA should give more attention to the Hispanics 3

Buses should run more frequently 9

More information should be available in Spanish 8

PVTA buses should run on time 5

I am very pleased with the PVTA buses 4

Lower bus fares 5

Transfer needed to High Stree. It is too

expensive to pay full fare just to

go to High St. 3

More bus routes needed to go to schools
where Hispanic children go 1

Need bus routes to Mountain Park in the summer 1

Bus Drivers should be more courteous 3

More bus routes needed in Holyoke 3

I hope this survey is used and not just thrown aside 1

Need more frequent buses to Fairfield Mall 3

There should be a bus stop near Centre Scree 2

"The bus that goes to Springfield by way
of Providence Hospital and Holyoke
should indicate that it goes that
route since one can take it

assumming it goes directly to Springfield." 2

Bus drivers should know about all bus routes
not just their own 2



TABLE A-4 (Continued)

RESPONDENTS
Frequency %

There should be a bus stop at Sargeant St.

and South Summer St.

Persons should be allowed to ride WET

A person travelling to Elm College should
not be charged the full 70c fare

Every bus that goes down Main St

should go to the Holyoke Mall

Buses need to be more clean

Buses needed to go to Holyoke High School from
Main Street

Bus fare should be cheaper to the Riverdale
Mall

"The PVTA buses that go to the Holyoke H.S.

and other schools (e.g. Peck School)
go too early and the youngsters
have to wait too long for the school
to open."

"I have been charged 80c from City Hall to

Main St."

"T feel it is less expensive to use my car."

PVTA buses should run earlier in the mornings

Valid N=

100"

( 92)

Fluctuations from 100 percent due to rounding off.



TABLE A-5: STORES RESPONDENTS DO FOOD SHOPPING

STORES RESPONDENTS
Frequency %

Shop Rite(Holyoke) 68

Foodmart (Holyoke) 10

Shop Rite (chicopee) 3

Main St. Bodegas 0

Junior Market (Springfield) 0

Pat's Supe rmarke

t

9

Price Chopper 0

Manny's Market 0

Brian Union Market (Springfield) 1

BI-LO (Chicopee) 0

Medina's Grocery 4

Papote's Grocery 0

Big Y (Chicopee) 1

KMART Plaza 0

Mayaguez Market 0

Stop N' Shop 3

Mate's Market 0

100^

Valid N= (311)^

Fluctuations from 100 percent due to rounding off. A percent of "0"

means one respondent indicated this store and thus, Che percent is

less than 1 .

Some respondents indicated more than one shopping store



TABLE A-6: STORES RESPONDENTS GO TO FOR NON-FOOD SHOPPING

STORES RESPONDENTS
Frequency %

Kmart 37

Zayres 10

Fairfield Mall 6

Holyoke Mall 31

Caldors 1

Bradlees 3

American Discount 1

Downtown (High St.) 8

Two Guys 1

Sears 1

Springfield Mall 1

100^

Valid N= (5A4)^

Fluctuations from 100 percent due to rounding off.

Respondents were allowed to name more than one store.



TABLE A-7: RESPONDENT RECOMMENDATION FOR CONVENIENT LOCATIONS FOR
BUS INFORMATION

SUGGESTED LOCATIONS RESPONDENTS
Frequency %

Main Bus stop in front of City Hall

Bus Stops

Herbert Pharmacy (Ely and Center St.)

Main Street

High Street

Holyoke Mall

On PVTA buses

Pharmacies

Spanish Bodegas

Churchs

El Diario (newspaper

)

City Hall

Post Office

Library

Supermarkets

Papote's Grocery

Welfare Office

Medina's Market

Banks (e.g. Community Savings Bank-Main St.)

Gas and Electric Office

La Placita (Main and Newton St.)

Hospital

1

22

5

1

1

3

8

J

4

1

0

19

3

1

1

5

1

6

2

0

0

1



TABLE A- 7 (Continued)

RESPONDENTS
Frequency %

Jane Aldens 1

Steigers 0

Model Cities 1

Shorty's (Appleton and Main St.) 0

La Finquita Market 1

Gomez Grocery Store 1

Pat's Mart 4

Registry of Motor Vehicles 0

NEFWC 0

Social Security Office 0

Schools 0

Kmart 0

PVTA office 0

Casa Maria 0

Where they are easy to get 2

100
^

Valid N= (288^

Fluctuations from 100 percent due to rounding off.

^Respondents were asked to give fr6m one to three locations .
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APPENDIX A

Evaluation of and Monitoring Recommendations

for the LPVRPC's

EARLY ACTION MARKETING PROGRAM

Prepared for:

LOWER PIONEER VALLEY REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION

26 Central Street

West Springfield, Massachusetts 01089

Prepared by:

NEW ENGLAND FARM WORKERS' COUNCIL, INC.

6 Frost Street

Springfield, Massachusetts 01105



INTRODUCTION

The results of the Transit Survey of Hispanics in the City of Holyoke,

completed in March of 1983, revealed a demand among respondents for PVTA

bus service on Sunday, buses that run after 6 P.M. and for a greater

availability of bus information (i.e. bus maps, schedules and telephone

service) in Spanish. It was evident that schools, bus stops, PVTA buses.

City Hall and local stores are the most appropriate places for dissemination

of PVTA information while two radio stations, WQXQ and La Gran Cadena, would

be the best media vehicle for the advertising of PVTA services for this Hispanic

population.

The Early Action Marketing Program reveals a strong and commendable

attempt by the Lower Pioneer Valley Regional Planning Commission (LPVRPC)

to assist PVTA in responding to the needs of the Hispanic community by putting

into effect a series of actions that will eliminate some of the main barriers

to increased ridership among Hispanics in Holyoke. In this paper, we evaluate,

individually, each aspect of the LPVRPC 's proposed marketing program and

recommend ways to both monitor implementation of this program and to evaluate

the impact of the program.

Monitoring the Implementation and Assessing the Impact of a Marketing Program

A distinction should be made between "monitoring the implementation"

of the marketing program and "assessing the impact" of the program. First,

monitoring the implementation of the marketing program requires, primarily,

that PVTA personnel keep careful track of the delivery of new services and

the oversight of the distribution of bus information in Spanish. In short,

PVTA must insure that maps, transit tips and other recommendations in the

report are actually delivered in some timely and effective manner - that is,

that the marketing ideas are in fact being implemented. Second, once assured

that the marketing strategy was implemented, the next task is to find ways of
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assessing the impact of such programs on bus ridership. For example, in

routes normally utilized by Hispanics, is there an increase in bus rider-

ship revenues over and above some comparable period say one year earlier.

Note that a common way of assessing the impact of a marketing plan

is to have a pre-measure of market behavior (e.g. the Hispanic Transit study)

followed by an intervention (e.g. a marketing program as suggested by

LPVRPC) followed by a post-measure (e.g. another survey) which would measure

differences in transit behavior after the marketing plan was implemented.

However, such a strategy requires that both the pre and post measure be done

using random probability samples so that exact estimates of differences

between the two studies could be made. This particular method for assessing

impact would not be useful in this case since the original study was not

based on a random sample nor is there any indication that a future survey is

contemplated by PVTA. Bearing this in mind, the strategies we will recommend

for assessing the impact of the marketing program proposed here will of

necessity require other and perhaps less effective ways of measuring the impact

of the program.

EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Service Characteristics (reference p. 89 and p. 90)

LPVRPC *s recommendation that PVTA pursue Sunday bus service as a option

in the near future is well-advised; the survey findings show a clear demand

among three-quarters of the respondents for bus service on Sunday. We do

recommend that if PVTA conducts a demand analysis among the general population

for this service that it do so in one of two ways: (1) PVTA could conduct a

phone survey using a random sample of telephone numbers in the Holyoke area

(note that households without telephone will be underrepresented and only

50% of the Hispanic households we surveyed in the area had a telephone) ; or

(2) PVTA could tap the demand among current bus riders using an informal
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survey (a short questionnaire) distributed to actual bus riders. This last

strategy would require that the informal survey be carried out at different

or staggered hours to insure some variation in types of bus riders. For

example, surveying early morning riders, as well as afternoon and late evening

riders.

In either case, phone or bus survey, respondents should be asked if

they would take buses on Sunday and where they would take the buses to.

Additionally, respondents should be queried about their desire for evening

bus services. In the Early Action Marketing Program, the LPVRPC does not

recommend an extension of bus services into the evening hours. Having access

only to the March Transit Survey of Hispanics and not to the ridership

statistics referred to in Section IX of the Early Action Marketing Program,

we are unable to assess adequately LPVRPC 's recommendation about evening

bus services. However, since over 50% of the Hispanic respondents in our

survey indicate dissatisfaction with the times the PVTA buses run and 59%

of those who give preferred times mention a desire for evening bus service,

it seems PVTA should consider incorporating some questions on demand for

evening services among the general population in their demand analysis

for Sunday services.

Monitoring

Assumming the demand analysis among the general population confirms our

survey's findings that Sunday and/or evening services are desirable, we

recommend implementation of such services on a limited basis, for example,

Thursday and Friday evenings only at first. During this test period, careful

track can be kept of bus usage during Sunday and evening hours.

2. Language (reference pp. 90-92)

PVTA's Telephone Information Center

The Hispanic Transit Survey indicates that 96% of the respondents
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would use a telephone service if it were a bilingual service. Thus,

LVPRPC's recommendation to include a Spanish operator in this service is

a wise one. We do suggest that the phone number for this service not be

advertised as 781-PVTA since the use of letters in the phone number

creates some confusion among this population."''

Monitoring

We recommend that PVTA have a totally separate phone number for Spanish

language inquiries since this would facilitate tracking usage of this service

over several months.

Bus Map

While it is true that better distribution and knowledge of the

available bus maps could rectify any existing difficulties the Hispanic

community has with the bus maps , we do recommend that the current paragraph

in Spanish on the maps be extended to mention that a Spanish operation

(or new phone number) is now available to provide bus information in Spanish.

Furthermore, considering that 31% of the Hispanic sample (see p. 158 of

survey report) indicate come confusion with the bus map, we recommend that

when funds are available PVTA survey the general population to ascertain if,

in fact, the bus maps are difficult to use.

Monitoring

See Section B. 4 for discussion of monitoring bus map, transit tip

and schedule distribution.

Transit Tips

Undoubtedly, the publication of transit tips in Spanish designed to

service as a subregional bus map is a wise move. We emphasize, however, as

^Interviewers during the March survey indicated that some of the

Hispanic respondents did not understand how to use a phone number
that included letters.
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we did in our survey report that any translation of these "tips" and

other bus information be done by a professional translator (for example,

the University of Massachusetts has a translation center which does

excellent work in a short period of time at reasonable prices). PVTA

must be wary of translations done by a social service agency unless they

can be assured that the Spanish publication will be flawless. We further

recommend that PVTA deteirmine the reaction of Hispanics to the Spanish

version of the transit tips before their widespread distribution. Deter-

mining response can be easily done by distributing the tips to a small sample

of the Hispanic population (e.g. either bus riders or clients of community

organizations) and asking them their reaction to the content and language

of the publication.

Schedules

We agree that a brief bilingual description of how to use the bus

schedule is necessary. We recommend that in addition to a Spanish paragraph

on use of the schedule, PVTA include information about the telephone service

in Spanish. Use of the bus schedules by the Hispanic population may eliminate

some of the misunderstanding about when the buses depart and arrive at given

locations

.

Monitoring (Bus maps. Transit tips. Schedules)

PVTA must be sure maps, transit tips, and schedules are available at

the distribution sites recommended by the LPVRPC. Careful monitoring of

how many maps, "tips" and schedules are picked up will give PVTA some idea

of the usage of these materials. Brief discussions with store owners (at

distribution sites) should be made to ascertain any problems the general

population has had with the maps or other bus information.

Cost of Traveling by Bus (reference to p. 92)

Since approximately 40% of moderate and non-riders said it was too
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costly to travel with their families on the bus and that they could not

afford a double fare, we suggest that LPVRPC consider recommending that

PVTA extend its system of bus transfers (e.g. Table A-4 in the survey

report indicates that 3% of the respondents want a transfer to High Street).

Distribution of Materials

1. Schools (reference to p. 92)

In general, we agree with LPVRPC 's recommendations to disseminate

bus information in the Holyoke school system. The findings indicate that a

large percentage of Hispanic riders are students. As such, we feel that an

effective and inexpensive way of getting information to students would be

to distribute PVTA materials throughout the City's school system. However, it

seems that older students, particularly those in high school are the most

likely to make use of bus service. Thus, we suggest that the program first

be geared toward the High Schools, then Junior High Schools. We recommend

no program instituted in the Elementary Schools. While it is true that 23%

of the riders profiled on p. 21 of the survey report are between 7 and 16

years of age, the younger elementary school students probably walk to school

(53% of all students walk to school) or use a school bus (28% of all students

use a school bus). It seems more sensible to gear the problem first to the

older students who are likely to continue to use the bus after they complete

high school than to the very young children. Note that almost one-third

of the respondents do not feel comfortable letting their children ride the

buses (p. 42 of report). Any distribution of bus information in the

Elementary Schools should be done with the sole purpose of having children

bring such information home to their parents, who in all probability will

be the ones making use of the information.
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SPECIFIC RESPONSES

Phase I

Phase I is a good approach to introducing bus information into the

schools; of course, in order to best impress the Hispanic population an

attempt should be made to include Hispanic bus drivers in any planned

Special Event. Bearing in mind that you want to increase ridership among

Hispanics, the slide/tape presentation should include the presence of

Hispanics and emphasize the use of bus maps, schedules and the telephone

service in Spanish. In other words, any Special Event in the schools should

be organized with the ultimate goal of reaching Hispanic students and their

families; this goal should not be obscured in an attempt to reach all

students. Bilingual bus maps and schedules should be distributed to all

students during Phase I,

Phase II

The LPVRPC's Phase II recommendation goes beyond what we intended in

our recommendation that bus information be distributed in the schools. We

do not see the link between integration of bus information into the school's

curricula and resulting increases in bus ridership among target group students.

We do not see the direct link, between this recommendation and bus ridership,

particularly when the cost and time involved in implementing this phase are

considered. In other words. Phase II may not be cost effective. Moreover,

it might meet with some teacher resistance.

Phase III : RECOMMENDED

We recommend that the LPVRPC expand its concept of schools to include

vocational schools such as the CETA Training Center in Holyoke and other area

trade schools. IThile Phase I may not be appropriate for students in these

schools since they tend to be older, a general distribution of bus information

followed by a short "PVTA question and answer" session is advisable.
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2. Bus Stops (reference p. 94)

Providing bus information at bus stops is in keeping with our survey

findings. It is recommended that the "language problem" of many Holyoke

Hispanics be considered when determining the utility of such products as

the Trans i-tube and Guide-a-Bus.

3. Buses (reference p. 94)

We agree that the policy of having bus schedules available on buses

be reinforced by PVTA. However, Hispanics may still hesitate to ask for

bus information on the buses. Thus, we recommend that some of the time and

money that was to be utilized distributing materials to elementary schools

be diverted to running "workshops" for all PVTA bus drivers. Bus drivers

are the people most in contact with the bus riders and must be made award

of the results of the Hispanic Transit Survey and the marketing program

implemented by PVTA. Some education of the bus riders might insure greater

responsiveness on their part to the informational needs of the Hispanic riders

4. City Hall (reference p. 94)

The installing of visually appealing electronic information systems is

advisable if the emphasis is on visual aid that requires little actual

reading; note that the mean educational level of the Hispanic respondents

in our survey is 8.46.

5. Local Stores (reference p. 95)

We agree with this recommendation as stated.

6. Malls (reference p. 95)

We agree with this recommendation as stated.

Advertising

1. Radio

We agree with PSA's and paid advertising on WQXQ and La Gran Cadena

are the most cost-effective ways for conveying information to large numbers
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of the Hispanic population in Holyoke. The LPVRPC ' s reconmendation of the

messages to be conveyed through radio advertisements (p. 97) are those we

would recommend based on the survey findings.

We do suggest that PVTA do most of their advertising between 10 A.M.

and 3 P.M. on WQXQ (La Gran Cadena programs only half a day in Spanish).

Additionally, radio stations should not be used only to give information to

the Hispanic community but also for obtaining information from this population

We suggest that PVTA discuss with radio station managers the possibility of

scheduling a few "PVTA question and answer" periods on their stations after

the PVTA marketing program has been in effect for several months. Respondents

can be asked to call in to give their reaction to the Spanish version of the

transit tips, to the bilingual explanations on the bus maps and schedules,

and to the new information distribution sites. Also, respondents can call

into the radio stations with questions about PVTA bus services. These

sessions will really be short information programs. National studies have

indicated that Hispanics rely on radio stations for information and, moreover,

it seems that Spanish radio stations enjoy a strong person-to-person relation-

ship with their listeners. Scheduled "PVTA question and answer" periods on

radio would allow PVTA to evaluate community response to their new marketing

efforts

.
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Oveir/iew of Recommendations RE: Monitoring Implementation and

Assessment of Marketing Program Impact

As noted early in this paper, the common practice of using a pre and

post survey design to measure the impact of the proposed marketing strategy

will not be appropriate in this case because the use of random probability

samples would have been required. Any attempt to implement such a design

using purposive samples would lead to extremely biased and misleading

conclusions

.

As a result, we recommend that PVTA make an effort to closely monitor

the implementation of the marketing strategies suggested by the LPVRPC. This

can be accomplished by keeping track of material distributed, which sites

appeal to be the most effective for delivering such material and keeping

track of any problems uncovered in distributing the materials.

It is probably close to impossible to assess the impact of each

individual strategy outlined by the LPVRPC since any such attempt will not

be cost-effective. Thus, we suggest that an attempt be made to measure the

overall impact of the program outlined in the LPVRPC 's report (i.e. the

Early Action Marketing Program) . The most obvious approach that comes to

mind is to make use of bus revenue data disagregated by bus route. Such an

approprach would be to plot revenues over time including such figures for

at least a period of one year prior to implementation of the marketing

strategy. Using data over a period of a year it is possible to predict

what revenues would be in the absence of any marketing program. If revenue

figures are higher than would be predicted using revenue data over say a

period of a year (preferably longer) then one could say with some certainty

that indeed there was an effect due to the marketing strategy.
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LOWER PIONEER VALLEY

REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION

26 Cenfrai St., West Springfield, Vlassachusetr; 01089 ^ei. 4 13-781-6045

TIMOTHY W. BRENNAN
Executive Director

TRANSIT SURVEY BEGINS AMONG HOLYOKE ' S HISPANICS

The first step in analyzing the level of bus use among Holyoke ' s Hispanic

Community and their attitudes toward the public transportation system gets under-

way this week with a survey of households in the Flats, South, Downtown, and

Churchill neighborhoods of Holyoke. New England Farm Workers Council, Inc., under

contract to the Lower Pioneer Valley Regional Planning Commission, will conduct a

marketing research study over the next three months which is expected to give

local transit planning and management officials useful information for attracting

more Hispanic riders to the PVTA bus system.

During the next 3 weeks, interviewers will travel door-to-door requesting

answers to a questionnaire and opinions about bus service from approximately

300 respondents. The study is being directed by Ms. Aida Rodriguez who is

associated with the Social and Demographic Research Institute at the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst.

To build a data base in the market area, respondents will be asked such

questions as their household size and ages of family members, as well as the

places people travel to and the ways they get there. Attitudes about existing

PVTA bus routes and services, the frequency of service, and the amount of informa-

tion available explaining how to use buses will also be investigated. The question-

naire, preceded for computer tabulation and analyses, has been designed to provide

specific details about Holyoke ' s Spanish-speaking population for application in

the transit authority's marketing program.

Funding for the $6,000 study has been provided by an Urban Mass Transportation

Administration grant which is matched by local resources.

ror more information, please contact: Timothy W. Brennan
Executive Director
Tel: - 781-6045 (work)

584-2948 (home)

Pat Sweitzer
Public Relations Coordinator
Tel: - 781-6045.

PS :mjg
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HCLYOKE HISPANIC TRANSIT .'-lARJCETING STUDY

Public Meeting Record

November 10, 1983
7:00 p.m.

New England Farm Workers Council, Inc.

205 High Street
Holyoke, Massachusetts 01040

In Attendance

Patricia Sweitzer , Pioneer Valley Planning Commission
Steve Gazillo, Pioneer Valley Transit Authority
Grace Taylor, New England Farm Workers' Council
Juan Cruz, New England Farm Workers' Council
Barbara Roth, WHYN Radio
Jimmy Jimenez , WQXQ Radio

The meeting opened at 7:10 p.m. There being no comments from the public
the meeting closed at 7:10 p.m.

HOLYOKE HISPANIC TRANSIT MARKETING STUDY

Distribution of Study Findings

October, 1983

Summaries of the survey methodology and findings along with a notice of
the public meeting were distributed on October 28, 1983 to the locations
listed below. Each office is located in or near the targeted area.
Summaries and notices were printed in both Spanish and English.

Holyoke City Hall - Management Assistance Program Office, High Street

City of Holyoke Welfare Department, High Street

Holyoke Health Center, Center Street

Casa Maria (social service), Hamilton Street

i>^ueva Esperanza (social service), South Summer Street

New England Farm Workers' Council, High Street.

Notices of the public meeting were posted (Spanish & English) on all
Holyoke Street Railway Company buses' Passenger Notice Boards.

?S : m jg
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TIMOTHY W. BREMMAM
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

I PIONEER VALLEY PLANNING COMMISSION
26 CENTRAL STREET. WESTSPRIhGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 01089 (413)781-6045

PRESS: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE November 4, 198 3

HOLYOKE'S HISPANICS INVITED TO AIR VIEWS ON PVTA

The results of a door-to-door survey conducted among Holyoke ' s Hispanics to

discover their perception of local bus service will be discussed at a public

meeting on Thursday, November 10 at 7:00 p.m. The meeting will be held at

the New England Farm Workers Council, Inc., 205 High Street, Holyoke.

The Council, under contract to the Pioneer Valley Planning Commission (PVPC)

,

surveyed residents of 300 households in the Flats, South, Down tovm, and Churchill

neighborhoods of the City. The questions were aimed at finding out how often

Spanish Speaking people use PVTA buses and what improvements can be made to

encourage more people to ride.

In analyzing the survey results, Ms. Aida Rodriguez, Project Director, concluded

that an overwhelming 7 5% of the respondents felt PVTA bus service in the com-

munity was good or very good. This statistic held true whether the respondent

was a frequent bus rider or rarely took advantage of the service. "This is an

extremely encouraging statistic," says Timothy Brennan, Commission Executive

Director, "which speaks well of the way PVTA plans its service structure in the

area."

One of the overriding objectives of the study was to identify marketing oppor-

tunities and problem situations with respect to increasing ridership. Accord-

ing to the study, 25% of Hispanics in Holyoke ride the bus at least once a week,

while 50% never do or ride just a few times each year. Respondents expressed

an interest in Sunday bus service and later evening hours. And after analyzing

responses, NEFWC recommended specific marketing programs including the distri-

bution of information in Spanish and the use of Spanish language radio stations

for advertising.
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Complete copies of the study are available for review at the Pioneer Valley

Planning Commission, Pioneer Valley Transit Authority, and Nev England Farm

Workers Council. Summaries of the survey results are also available in Spanish

and English at the following locations in Holyoke: Management Assistance

Program Office in City Hall, Welfare Department, Holyoke Health Center, Casa

Maria, Nueva Esperanza, and New England Farm Workers Council.

For more information, please call Timothy Brennan, Executive Director
Tel: 781-6045

Pat Sweitzer, Public Affairs Coordinator
Tel: 781-6045

Steve Gazillo. PVTA
Tel: 732-6248

PS :mjg
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SERVICIO de AUTOBUSES:
6QUE PIENSA USTED?

AUDIENCA PUBUCA
expiicando la Encuesta de

Transito de los Hispanos de Hoiyoke

JUEVES, 10 de NOVIEMBRE
7:00PM

Consejo de Trabaiadores de Finca de
_ Nueva inglaterra
Calle High #f05 Hoiyoke

. Qu4 mostr6 la encuesg

i Nos gustaria escuchar sus opiniones!

LLAME al 781-6045 para infofTTiacidn

Lea los resultados de la encuesta en:

i"^^™^ '^^^ ^^^G?M£NT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM OFFICEnOL/OKE WELFARE DEPARTMENT OFFICE
HOLYOKE HEALTH CENTER
CASA MARIA, Hoiyoke
NUE^/A ESPERAN2A, Hoiyoke
New ENGLAND FmM WORJ<ERS COUNCIL, INC., --ioivoke
PIONEER VALLEY PLAN^IING COMMISSION, West Sc^ingr-eid
.^^l.cER VALLEY TRANSIT AUTHORITY, Sorircf^eid
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Estos documentos representan una suma de los metodos y resultados
usados de le estudio hecho por el Consejo de Trabaj adores de Einca de Nueva Ingla'

Tierra bajo el contracto de Lower Pioneer Valley Regional Planning Council.
El proposit6 del el estudio era determinar porque existe une nivel bajo
en el use de los autobuses entre los hispanos que viven en Holyoke.

Ademas, en este estudio, se espera que el Pioneer Valley Transit
Authority puede descubrir algunos vias de como aumentar el uso de la

transportacion publica entre los hispanos.

Las copias de el estudio se encuentran disponsible en lo siguente
lugares

:

Consejo de Trabajadores de Finca de
Nueva InglaTierra.
6 Frost St.

Springfield, Mass

Y

Consejo de Trabajadores de Finca de
Nueva InglaTierra.
205 High Street
Holyoke, Mass

Lower Pioneer Valley
Regional Planning Commission
26 Central St.

West Springfield, Mass
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Objetivo, Muestreo, Acumulacion de Datos

Objetivos de la Encuesta

Una encuesta de la familia hispana fue llevada a cabo para satisfacer los

siguientes tres objetivos: determinar la frecuencia con que los hispanos utilizan

los autobuses; segundo, indagar las actitudes y opiniones de la comunidad hispana

para determinar los obstaculos que existen hacia el uso de los autobuses de la

PVTA entre este grupo; tercero, los resultados de la encuesta ayudarian a definir

las altemativas de mercadeo mas efectivas para aumentar el uso de los autobuses

en Holyoke por los hispanos.

Estrategia de Muestreo

La clase de muestra que podia obtenerse para este estudio estaba limitada por

el tiempo y el presupuesto que fue alojado para la fase de acumulacion de datos.

Una muestra con probabilidades al azar, donde cada familia hispana (o persona) en

Holyoke tuviera la misma oportunidad de ser incluido en la muestra hubiera sido lo

ideal desde el punto de vista de hacer generalizaciones precisas concernientes a la

poblacion bajo estudio, sin embargo, dicha muestra al azar requeria una lista de

todas las familias hispanas de la cual una muestra podria ser seleccionada al azar.

Compilar una lista de esta clase y completar las entrevistas hubiera envuelto sig-

nif icativamente mas tiempo y dinero de lo que habia disponible.

A cambio, decidimos obtener una muestra basada en el entendimiento de la lo-

calizacion de la poblacion hispana. Se utilize? la informacion de un censo reciente,

proveida por el Centro de Datos de Massachusetts, para determinar la distribucion

de la poblaci(5n hispana en Holyoke por regiones de censo.

La Tabla 1-1 indica que el 88% de la poblacion hispana esta" localizada en

cuatro regiones de censo (8114, 8115, 8116, 8117). A la luz de la alta concentracion

de hispanos en estas areas, las entrevistas fueron conducidas en estas cuatro regiones

de censo solamente. Ya que de las cuatros regiones de censo seleccionadas , las i

areas 8115 y 8116 tienen la concentracion mas alta de hispanos, se tratcT de completar

la mayor parte de las entrevistas en estas dos regiones de censo. «

t

I

f

f
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a

fj la 1-1: Distribucion de la Poblacidn Hispana por Regiones de Censo ( Censo de I 980)

tin de Numero Total de Numero Total de Por ciento de Hispanos

Cnso Personas en Region Hispanos en Region en Region
2,782 1, 266 21%

3, 395 1,87 9 307.

5,1^^ 1,879 30Z

2,184 612 77.

^, 361 61 17.

4,678 39 17.

O, MO y J J J 57

13,665 294 57.

TOTALES 44,678 6,165 1007.

^atos proveidos por el Centre de Datos de Massachusetts , Draper Hall, Universidad
de Massachusetts.

Limitaciones de la Muestra

Per relegar en una muestra distinta de una muestra al azar de la poblacion hispana

en Holyoke, es imposible generalizar, por medio de esta encuesta, de todos los hispanos

en la ciudad. Sin embargo, tenemos informacidn acerca de 300 familias hispanas en

Holyoke (entrevistados y otros miembros de la familia). Entonces , aunque no podemos

generalizar acerca de todos los hispanos en Holyoke por medio de nuestra muesta.

obtuvimos informacion de 300 familias. Es nuestro sentir, que el alto numero de casos

en nuestra muestra nos permite decir algunas cosas acerca de los hispanos y el uso de

los autobuses con cierto grado de confianza.

Acumulacion de Datos

Se decidio que la informacion de la encuesta se debia acumular por medio de

entrevistas cara-a-cara. Habfa dos razones para decidir el conducir entrevista

cara-a-cara en vez de confiar en un cuestionario enviado por correo o una entrevista

telefonica. Primero, la cantidad maxima de tiempo alojada para la acumulacion de datos

era de tres o cuatro semanas. Este corto periodo de tiempo elimind la alternativa de el

uso de cuestionarios enviados por correo, la cual hubiera requerido mas de cuatro semanas

para ser enviados y recibidos de vuelta. Ademas , Lower Pioneer Valley Regional Planning

Commission prefer£a que los datos fueran acumulado de esta forma. Segundo , confrontados

con una comunidad la cual es generalmente de una educacidn limitada, tiene dificulcades

con el idioraa ingles y es generalmente sospechosa de las encuestas, fue anticipado que
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entrevistas cara-a-cara por entrevistadores bilingues resultarian en una mayor

proporcid'n de respuestas que los cuestionarios enviados por correo o las entrevistas

telefonicas

.

Prontamente se decidid' conducir entrevista estructuradas . El primer borrador

de la lista de entrevistas estructuradas (cuestionario) fue enviado per correo

al Consejo de Trabaj adores de Finca de Nueva Inglaterra y una copia a Lower Pioneer

Valley Regional Planning Commission para ser revisada. Lower Pioneer Valley Regiona]

hechas por el Director del Proyecto y se completed la version preliminar de la lista

de entrevistas, junto con la traduccion al espanol.

Dado que el borrador preliminar de la lista de entrevistas indicaba que las

entrevistas cara-a-cara iban a durar de 45 minutos a una hora y 300 entrevistas tenis

que ser completadas en menos de cuatro semanas, tres entrevistadores fueron empleados

para conducir las entrevistas. Un hombre y dos mujeres, los tres completamente

bilingues e hispanos , fueron empleados para acumular los datos para el estudio.

Los entrevistadores recibieron un entrenamiento de un dia de duracion y comen-

zaron a hacer entrevistas en la comunidad. Los entrevistadores y el Director del

Proyecto se reunieron para revisar los resultados de las entrevistas realizadas durar

el primer par de dxas. Se le pidib a los entrevistadores que indicaran cualquier

dificultad que hubieran encontrado al utilizar la lista de entrevista estructurada

en la manera en que estaba escrita; asi que los primeros dos dias de entrevistas ten:)

un proposito cuasi-piloto de el instrumento de la entrevista. Algunas revisiones

al instrumento (por ejemplo, fue acortada para que las entrevistas no tomaran mas
,

de 45 minutos) fueron realizadas tanto por el Consejo de Trabajadores de Finca de

Nueva Inglaterra como por Lower Pioneer Valley Regional Planning Commission. La

version final de la lista de entrevista en ingle's y en espanol fue usada para complels

un total de 300 entrevistas cara-a-cara con hispanos en la ciudad de Holyoke. Las

entrevistas fueron conducidad de dia y de noche, durante los dias de semana y los

Ifines de semana. I

Preparacion de los Datos I

Despues que entrevistas fueron completadas, el Director del Proyecto comenzd' a

codificar los cuestionarios completados a medida que los entrevistadores continuaban

conduciendo entrevistas. Despues de que la codificacion inicial de los cuestionario:

fue completada, los datos fueron sometidos, con el uso de un programa en Fortram, a

la computadora Cyber en la Universidad de Massachusetts. «B

Planning Commission recomendo algunas revisiones en la lista. Las revisiones fueron
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RESUME DE LOS HALLAZGOS Y ESTRETEGIA DE MERCADEO

De acuerdo con nuestros estimados, aprocimadamente una cuarta parte (25 por cienCo

de los hispanos en Holyoke utilizan los autobuses de la PVTA por lo menos una vez

a la semana. Un 25 por ciento adicional usan los autobuses no mas de unas pocas veces

al mes
, y alrededor de la mitad de la poblacion hispana casi nunca usa los autobuses

(nunca o no mas de unas pocas veces al ano). —

Ya que en el momento en que escribimos este documento no teniamos acceso a

estimados similares para la poblacion general de Holyoke, no podemos decir
s

si los hispanos, en promedio, usan los autobuses mas o menos frecuentemente que otros

grupos en Holyoke. Basta con decir que la mitad de los hispanos hacen uso de

los autobuses de la PVTA por lo menos una vez al mes , mientras que la otra mitad

casi nunca hace uso de los autobuses.

De acuerdo con nuestros descubrimiento , al Usuario-Frecuente tipico de

el servicio de autobuses de la PVTA es femenino (60 por ciento) , menor de

25 aTios de edad (67 por ciento), la mediana de su edad es de 19 aTios , esta

capacitado para leer y hablar ingles (80 por ciento)
, y es probable que sea un

estudiante (50 por ciento) o desempleado (25 por ciento)

.

Entre los Usarios-Freceuntes y los No-Usuarios , nosotros distinguimos un

grupo evidente de usuario§
,
que fue clasificado como Usuario—Moderado . Este

grupo de usuarios hace uso regular de los autobuses en una base mensual, usando

los autobuses regularmente pero no mas de unas pocas veces al mes. El Usuario-

Moderado tipico se podria caracterizar como femenino (60 por ciento) , menor de

34 anos de edad (78 por ciento), la mediana de su edad es de 23 anos, es menos

probable que este comodo con el ingles que el Usuario-Frecuente, y es probable

que sea un estudiante (32 por ciento), un desempleado (34 por ciento), o una

ama de casa (20 por ciento)

.

Finalmente, el tercer grupo que distinguimos fue clasificado como No-Usuarios,

personas que nunca usan los autobuses o no los usan mas de unas pocas veces al

ano. En este grupo era igualmente probable ser masculino o femenino, mas

probable que las edades estuvieran entre 25 a 30 anos (28 por ciento) y menor de

16 anos de edad (27 por ciento), y la mediana de su edad es de 27 anos. En

general, los No-Usuarios tienden a ser algo mayores en edad que las personas en

los otros grupos de usuarios.

Al buscar las diferencias entre los tres tipos de usuarios de autobuses,

no nos fue posible discemir ningun patron utilizando los variables socio-

demograficas tipicas reportadas a craves de este reporte con excepcion de ser

su estudiante. En breve, los estudiances eran el tipo de persotuLs nas probable de
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ser un Usuario-Frecuente , sin embargo, no habian otras diferencias reales entre

los tres grupos de usuarios con respecto a edad ,
sexo, desempleo o habilidad

linguistica. La edad esca relacionada con el hecho de ser un estudiante, por los

tanto podemos decir que las personas mas jovenes son mas probables de ser

Usuario-Frecuentes al compararlas con personas de mayor edad.

Actitudes Hacia de Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

En general, los entrevistados expresaron una evaluacion considerablemente

favorable de los servicios de la PVTA.

Primero, las buenas noticias. En general, casi el 75 por ciento o tres

cuartas partes de los entrevistados considera que los servicios que provee la

PVTA en su comunidad son buenos y muy buenos . Tampoco Labia diferencias entre

los tres tipos de usuarios. Los tres tipos expresaron la misma actitud general

positiva de los servicios de la PVTA.

Sin embargo, hubo algunas reacciones negativas al pedirle a los entrevistados

que evaluaran 12 aseveraciones con relacio'n a distintos aspectos de_los servicios

de la PVTA: Los entrevistados femeninos expresaron que: 1) las paradas de

autobuses no estan localizadas convenientemente ; 2) los autobuses no corren

con suficiente frecuencia; 3) los conductores de los autobuses no son corteses

;

y 4) ellas no siempre se sienten comodas al dejar a sus ninos usar los autobuses.

Ademas
,
personas mayores de 45 anos expresaro que los autobuses no van a los

sitios a los que ellos desean ir.
r *'

El analisis de los actitudes hacia aspectos especificos de la PVTA sugiere

los minorias considerables de los entrevistados no se sienten comodos dejando a

sus ninos usar los autobuses; sin embargo, nosotros pensamos que esto basicamente

esta relacionado con ainos bien jovenes los cuales , de todas formas , no usan los
/

autobuses por si solos. Seguando, casi el 40 por ciento de los entrevistados

piensa que los autobuses no corren con suficiente frecuencia; 33 por ciento

considera que los autobuses normalmente no estan a tiempo y 28 por ciento piensa

que las paradas de los autobuses no estan convenientemente localizadas y que los

autobuses no van a los lugares a donde ellos desean ir.

Por supuesto, nosotros asuminos que la PVTA no esta en la posicion de cambiar

el sistema de autobuses para mejorar la proporcion de actitudes negativas a

positivas para todas las categorias antes mencionadas ; sin embargo, como mencionamos
/

mas adelance en el reporte, la PVTA puede hacer cambios para mejorar su imagen

con respecto a, por los memos, alguanas de estas categorias.
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Obscaculos hacia una Mayor Utilizaciofi de los Autobuses

Tambien nos fue posible descubrir alguans de las razones de disuaden

a las personas de utilizar los autobuses. Se la presento a los ent revis tados una

lista de 19 rezones que podrian o no haber sido factores importantes en su decision

de Qo usar los autobuses. Varias razones fueron mencionadas f recuentemente por

entrevis tados de todos los grupos de usuarios . ^

Primero, casi todos los entrevistado mencionaron que la ausencia de servicio

de autobuses los domingos es un imedimento para el uso mas frecuente de los -autobuse

En breve, los domingos, aparentemente , es un dia en el que, despues de haber

realizado los quehaceres de la semana, las personas gustarian de salir, ver una
/

pelicula, visitar amigos y familiares o simplemente salir a recrearse.

Aparentemente, Usuarios-Frecuente , Usuarios-Moderados y hasta No-Usuarios , harian us

del servisio de autobuses si fuera provisto los domingos.

En general, los entrevistados consideran que el viajar en automobil es

simplemente una alternativa mas conveniente que el viajar en autobus. Ademas de los

razones acabadas de mencionar, algunos otros factores, todos relacionados con el

lenguaje, fueron traidos como razones para no utilizar los autobuses. ..Por ejemplo,

por los menos el 40 por ciento de los entrevistados mencionaron que el no poder

obtener informacion de los autobuses en espanol (59 por ciento) , el no poder

preguntar informacion al cpnductor (44 por ciento)
, y al tener problemas para leer

en ingles la informacion a cerca de los autobuses, eran razones para decidir no
f /

usuar los autobuses. Ademas, los entrevistados declararon que los autobuses no corr

a las horas en que ellos los necesitan (55 por ciento) que el lapso de tiempo entre

un autobus y otro es muy largo (50 por ciento)
,
que ellos desconocen el itinerario d

autobuses (41 por ciento) y que los autobuses simplemente nunca estan a tiempo (40

por ciento) , como factores importantes en la decision de no utilizar los autobuses

de la PVTA.

El peso dado a cada uno de los factores para los que solicitamos respuestas va

maiTcadamente de acuerdo al tipo de usuario. Los hallazgos en la Tabla 6.2 presentan

los diferencias entre cada tipo de usuario. No obstante, los puntos mencionados

anteriormente resumen apropiadamente los factores que mas afectan el uso de los

autobuses

.

Mercadeo de la PVTA

Uno de los objetivos de este estudio era identificar los oportunidades de

mercadeo y problemas con respecto al aumento en el uso de los autobuses de la PVTA.

En esta seccio'n elaboramos acerca de los oportunidades para aumentar el uso de los

autobuses y los obstaculos para el mismo entre los miembros de la poblacion hispana

en Holvoke.
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OPORrJNIDADES PARA AUKENTAR EL USO DE AUTOBUSES

For los hallazgos de esta encuesta podemos ver que existe una clara demanda

por servicio de autobuses los domingos y per un aumento en el numbero de horas en

que se provee servicio de autobus durante los dias de semana.

1 . Servicio de Autobuses los Domingos

Casi siempre, al preguntar cual es la razon mas importante para no utilizar

los servicios de los autobuses, la resouesta de los entrevis tados era que no
/

habia servicio disponible los domingos. De hecho, incluso para los No-Usuarios

,

/ /
la falta de servicio los domingos fue citada como la segunda razon mas importante para

no usar los serr/icios. Por supuesto, la implementacion de este servicio seria

un proyecto de grandes dimensiones para la PVTA; y la necesidad por dicho servicio,

existe

.

2 . Necesidad por Servicio de Autobuses a Distintas horas

Otro factor importante enuaelto en la decision de no utilizar los autobuses tiene

que ver con el horario de los autobuses, Una amplia mayoria de los Usuarios-Frecuentes

(58 por ciento) y de los Usuarios-Moderados (61 por ciento) , tanto como los No-Usuarios

(50 por ciento) , reclaman que los autobuses no corren a las horas en que ellos los
/

necesitan. Cuando preguntamos a que horas ellos deseaban que los autobuses
/

corrieran, resultaba claro que la mayoria deseaba el ser^/icio de los autobuses las
/

24 horas del dia, pero, en realidad la mayoria simplemente deseaba servicio despues

de la 6PM (irrespectivamente de el tipo de usuario) . Las respuestas sugieren que la
/

mayoria de las personas estarian satisfechas con que el horario fuera extendido hasta

alrededor de la 9 PM. En breve, lo que los entrevis tados estaban expresando es que

ellos querian regresar a sus hogares de los centres comerciales por medio de los

autobuses. En resmidas cuentas, hay una alta demanda por que se extienda el servicio

de autobuses unas cuantas horas mas de el limite actual.
/

SITUACIONES PROBLEMATICAS

1. Problemas de idioma

Algunas de las principales razones para decidir el no utilizar los autobuses

estan relcaionadas con el problema del idioma. Para los tres tipos de usuarios

,

algunos de los 10 motives principales para no tomar los autobuses estaban relacionadas c

la informacion sobre los autobuses escrita en ingles^. Aunque la mayor parte de los

entrevis tados dijeron que pueden leer y hablar ingles, nos fue imposible corroborar
/ /

cuan bien pueden hacerlo. Sin embargo, la mayoria de los usuarios (Frecuentes

,

Moderados y No-Usuarios) dijeron que en alguna ocasion ellos han decidido no tomar un

autobus por no haber podido consequir informacion en espanol, tener problemas
/ / /

leyendo la informacion de los autobuses en ingles o por sentir que les seria

problematico preguntarle inronoacion en ingles al conductor del autobus.
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Nosotros creemos que el proveerle al la comunidad hispana itineraries y ocro

material de la PVTA, escrito en espanol, ayudaria a aumentar la utilizacion de

ios autobuses. Sm emoargo, queremos aclarar esta aseveracion. Para que los

itineraries, map as
, y ortos materiales sean utiles, estos deben ser faciles de

usar, claros, basicamente, no complicados - For supuesto, esta debe ser la regla

rara cualquier producto que vaya a ser leido por una audiencia general. En

breve, el material, en particular el itinerario y las rutas de los autobuses, se

deben producir buscando claridad y simplicidad. La PVTA obviamente esta en- la

posicion de producir un documento de esta indole, basando, en sus experiencias

pasadas

.

El punto mas importante es que el uso de los autobuses entre los hispanos

podria aumentar con la distribucion de material escritos en espanol acerca de los

servicios de la PVTA. De hecho, los resultados de nuestra encuesta indican que

aproximadamente el 93 por ciento de los entrevistados que en la actualidad no

utilizan las itineraries de los autobuses, definitiva o probablemente lo haran si

estos estuvieran disponibles en espanol. Ademas , el 96 por ciento de los entre-

vistados definitiva o probablemente utilizarian el sistema central de informacion

telefonica de la PVTA de proveerse infortDacion en espanol.

La traduccion y el costo de producir materiales en espanol es un costo fijo

que solo se incurriria una vez. La inversion es relativamente pequena en comparacioi

con el autobuses en el periodo de un ano. Es muy important que la traduccion de

cualquier material sea hecha por un traductor profesional

2. COSTO DE VIAJAR EN AUTOBUS

Tanto Usuarios-Moderados como No-Usuarios mencionaron en nuestra encuesta que

costo de viajar en los autobuses les has impedido usuarlos. Aproximadamente el 40

por ciento de los Usuarios-Moderados y los No-Usuarios dijeron que era muy costoso

viajar con sus familias y que ellos no podian soberllevar una tarifa doble.

Dado la dificil realidad economica de estos tiempos, es poco probable que la PVTA

reduzca sus tarifas. Sin embargo, nosotros sugerimos que la PVTA continue tratando

de extender sus sistema de trans ferencias de autobuses.

3. LA PERCEPCION DE QUE LOS AUTOBUSES DE LA PVTA NUNCA ESTAN A TIEMPO

La mayoria de los Usuarios-Frecuentas , Usuarios-Moderados y No—Uauarios dijeroi

que en ocasiones ellos no han tornado los autobuses porque ellos creen que los

autobuses nunca estan a tiempo o que tendrian que esperar mucho tiempo por un

autobus. Es posible que sea sierto que los autobuses siempore estan tarde o

que no corran con suficiente frecuencia. El control de esto es algo que obviamente

conscieme a la PVTA e, indudablemente se ha propuesto esta tarea. Sin embargo,

nosotros consideramos que con una amplia distribucion de mapas e itineraries de

autobuses tante en ingles como en espanol, esca precepcion entre hos hispanos podria

cambiar en una direccion mas favorable. Si los itineraries v les mapas escuvieran
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dis ponib les
, y los usuarios hicieran uso de los aiismos, las perosnas verian que

los auCobuses s i vienen a las horas es tab lecidas

.

Repetimos, si la comunidad hispana tuviera disponibles itineraries

de los autobuses y map as
, y ellos empezaran a utilizarlos regularmente

,
pos ib lemente

los problemas relacionados con la creencia de que los autobuses no corren a tiempo

disminuiran.

DISTRIBUCION DE MATERIALES DE LA PVTA

Nuestros hallazgos indican una clara necesidad por que se distribuya mas

material impreso entre los entrevistados . Esto, por supueaco, no lleva a la

pregunta de cual es la mejor forma de distribuir el material. A continuacion hacemos

algunas recdmendaciones para la distribucion de la informacion de la PVTA.

1. Uno de los mayores hallzgos de este estudio fue que los jovenes, en general,

y los estudiantes en particular son algunos de los usuarios mas frecuantes de los

autobuses. El uso con alta frecuencia en este grupo sugiere que una forma de bajo

costo y eficiente de distribuir los materiales de la PVTA es por medio de las

escuelas locales, particularmente las escuelas superiores. Obviamente, esta

distribucion no esta orientada hacia los estudiantes hispanos solamente, sino que

a todos los estudiantes en general. Como discutimos anteriormente , la informacion,

al ser distribudia atraves del sistema local de escuelas, se debe proveer tanto en

ingles como en espanol.

. y
Ademas , al hacer llegar el material de la PVTA a los estudiantes, los padres

/ y
de los estudiantes eventualmente veran copias- de la informacion.

2. Ademas de distribuir materiales directamente a los estudiantes, los entre-
/

vistados sugirieron donde ellos desearian ver informacion de los autobuses de la

PVTA. Especx^icamente, le preguntamos a los entrevistados sus recomendaciones a

acerca de donde la PVTA podrxa proveer informacion de los autobuses. Basando en

sus sugerencias, nosotros recomendariamos la distribucion de los materiales

de la PVTA en los siguentes lugares (tambien vea la Table A-7 en el Apendice)

.

a) En la paradas de autobuses de la PVTA

b) En los autobuses mismos

c) En la parada principal en al alcaldia

d) en las tiendas locales (CoLmados)

USO DE LOS MEDIOS DE COMUNICACION

Ademas de distribuir los materiales de la PVTA atraves de las escuelas
y

locales, en los mismos autobuses, o dejandolos en las tiendas locales, la PVTA

deve considerar utilizar algunos de los medics de comunicacion en masa para
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hacer que los hJLspanos conozcan los servicios que se proveen y ddnde ellos los

pueden obcener.

1. Periodicos

Estudios nacionales indican que entre los hispanos la radio y la television

son medios de comunicacion mas populares que los periodicos. Esto hallazgos

coinciden con los que obtuvimos de nuescra encuesta. Aproximadamente un 60

por cienco de los entrevistados nunca o rara vez lee el perio'dico. Sin embargo,

si la PVTA decide poner anuncios en los periodicos, nosotros encontramos que el

periodico que es leido con mas frecuencia es el Holyoke Transcript (47 por ciento

de los entrevistados lo leen)
,
seguido por 6l Vocero, un geriodico en esparTol

impreso en Puerto Rico (42 por ciento) de los entrevistados lo leen) . Tambien,
/

el cinco por ciento de los lectores de periodicos leen el Morning Union .

2. Radio
y

Recomendamos que la PVTA pong anuncios en la radio atraves de estaciones de hablci

a <

cese

cna

hac:

sat:

i;ue

reli

cjai

u;i

lire:

hispana para hacer conscientes a los hispanos de sus servicios de autobuses, en

especial de el sistema central de informacion telefonica. Hay varias razones por

las cuales recomendamos la radio. Primero, estudios naciones indican que las

estaciones de radio hispanas sirven como la principal fuente de informacion para

luchos hispanos, especialmente aquellos de bajos ingresos
,
personas mayores de

34 anos de edad y mujeres. Segundo , los hispanos tienen un nivel de audiencia

mas alto que los no-hispanos . Esto hallazgos son consistentes con los nuestros.

Aproximadamente, el 93 por ciento de los entrevistados escuchan la radio todos

los dias o, por lo menos , unas pocas veces a la semana. Aunque no cubrimos este

tema en nuestra encuesta, otras encucstas de los hispanos indican que el periodo de

tiempo en el que los niveles de audiencia entre los hispanos es mayor es de

10 AM a 3 PM, de lunes a viemes . El peor periodo para anunciarse es de 3 a 7 PM.

Las estaciones de radio que nuestros entrevistados escuchan con mas frecuencia son

la Grande, WQXQ (escuchada por el 56 por ciento de nuestros entrevistados) y La

Grand Cadena, que tiene programacion en espanol medio dia (escuchada por el 46

por ciento de los entrevistados).

TOPICOS QUE REQUIEREN MAS INVESTIGACION
/

Comenzamos esta seccion con una renunciacion
,
que no fuimos exitosos al medir

los problemas especificos que la comunidad hispana tiene con las existentes rutas de

autobuses. Parte del problema es relacionado con inadvertencias en el momento en

que se desarrollable el instrumento de la encuesta. Sin embargo, otra parte se debe

a la dificuitad al medir problemas individuales con las existentes rutas de autobuses

En conversaciones con los entrevisdores al final de la etaoa de recoleccion de

I

intormacion, nos diieron que muchos entrevistados sienten que no hay suficientes
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rutas de autobuses direct amente atraves de la "Flat" . Segundo, los entrevis tados

cambien sentian que tenian que caminar distancias fuera de los prudente para llegar

a la calle High. Tercero, los ent revis tadores mencionaron que los entrevis tados

deseaban que los autobuses que van hacia Springfield desde la calle High hicieran

una por los nienos , una parada en la "Flat". Aparentemente , el trafico de hispanos

hacia Springfield es considerable.

Durante las entrevistas, se le pregunto a los hispanos que no estan
- ^

satisfechos con las rutas existentes que indicaron los lugares que a ellos les gustaria

que se incluyeran en los rutas de autobuses. Ademas"^ algunos de los problemas

relacionados con las rutas de autobuses eran descubiertos al final de la encuesta

cuando le preguntabamos a los entrevistados si ellos tienan sugeriencias para

mejorar los servicios de la PVTA. En el Apendice hay listas tanto de la rutas

preferidas (Table A-1) como de la sugerencias de los entrevistados (Table A-4)/



BUS SERVICE: WHAT DO YOU THINK?

PUBLIC MEETING
explaining

Transit Survey of Holyoke's Hispanics

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 10th
7:00PM

New England Farm Workers' Council

205 High Street Holyoke

^A the survey
shONW"?

^^^^ ^'^.Jfnbe made e^f^^'^

We want to hear from you!

CALL 781-6045 for information.

Read Sun/ey Results at:

HOL :'OKZ CITY I-iALL , MANAGEME^rr ASSISTANCE PROGRAM OFFICE
HOLYOKE ;>fELFAR£ DEPARTMENT OFFICE
HOLYOKE HEALTH CENTER
CASA MARIA, Hoiyoke
NUE'/A ESPERANZA, Hoiyoke
NEW ENGLAND FARM WORKERS COUNCIL, INC., Hoiyoke
PIONEER VALLEY PL-ANNING TOMJ^iISS ION , West Springfield
PIONEER VALLEY TRANSIT AUTHORITY, Springfield
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These documents represent a summation of the methodology and

results of a study conducted by the New England Farm Workers' Council

under a contract with the Lower Pioneer Valley Regional Planning

Commission, The purpose of the study was to determine why there

exists a low level of bus ridership among Hispanic people living in

Holyoke. Secondly, the study hoped to uncover ways in which the

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority could increase the use of public

transportation among Hispanics.

Copies of the entire study are available for public review at

the following locations:

New England Farm Workers' Council Lower Pioneer Valley

6 Frost Street Regional Planning Commission

Springfield, MA 01105 26 Central Street

West Springfield, MA 01089

and

New England Farm Workers ' Council

205 High Street
Holyoke, MA OlOAO
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OBJECTIVES, SAMPLING, DATA COLLECTION
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I. OBJECTIVE, SA.HPLING, DATA COLLECTION

Survey Objectives

The Hispanic household survey was undertaken to fulfill the follow-

ing three objectives: to determine the frequency of bus ridership among

Hispanics; second, to solicit the attitudes and views of the Hispanic

community in order to determine existing obstacles to use of the PVTA buses

among this group; third, the survey findings would help define marketing

options which would be most successful in increasing Hispanic bus ridership

in Holyoke.

Sampling Strategy

Time constraints and the budget allocations for the data collection

phase limited the kind of sample which could be obtained for this study.

A random probability sample where every Hispanic household (or person) in

Holyoke would have an equal chance of being included in the sample would

have been ideal from the point of view of making precise generalizations

concerning the population under study, however, such a random sample

required a listing of all Hispanic household from which a sample could be

randomly selected. Compiling such a list and completing the interviews

would have involved significantly more time and resources than were

presently available.

Instead, we decided to obtain a purposive sample based on an under-

standing of the location of the Hispanic population. Recent census data

provided by the Center for Massachusetts Data (CMD) was used to determine .

the distribution of the Hispanic population in Holyoke by census tracts.

Table 1-1 indicates that 88% of the Hispanic population is located in four

census tracts (3114, 8115, 8116, 8117). In light of the high concentration

of Hispanics in these areas, the interviews were conducted within these four
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census traces only. Since of the four selected tracts areas 8115

and 8116 have the highest concentration of Hispanics, an attempt was

niade to complete the majority of the interviews in these two census

traces-

Table 1-1: Distribution of Hispanic PoDulation by Census Tracts (1980 Census)

Total Number of Total Number of Percent of Hispanics

r^r,c,.c Trarr ' PersoQS in Tract Hispanics in Tract in Tract

8114 2,78|2 1,266 21Z

8115 3,39j5 1.879 30Z

8116 5,144 1,879 30Z

8117 2,184 412 7Z

8118 4,361 61 IZ

8119 4,678 39 IZ

8120 8,469 335 5Z

8121 13,665 294 5Z

TOTALS 44,678 . 6,165 100. OZ

^Data provided by Center for Massachusetts Data CCMD) , Draper Hall,

University of Massachusetts.

Limitations of the Sample

As a result of relying on a purposive sample instead of a random

probability "sample of ' the Hispanic population in Holyoke, it is impossible

to generalize from this survey to all Hispanics in the city. Neverthe-

less, we have Information about 300 Hispanic households in Holyoke

(respondents and other household members). Thus, while generalizing from

our sample to all Hispanics in Holyoke is only tentative at best, we

did obtain information from 300 households. The large number of cases

In our sample, we feel, allows us to say some things about Hispanics and

bus ridership with some degree of confidence.

Data Collection

It was decided that the survey data would be collected by means

of face-cc-face interviews. There were two reasons for
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deciding to conduct face-to-face ixiterviews instead of relying on a

mailed questionnaire or a telephone survey. First, the maximum amount

of time that could be allocated for collection of data was three-four

weeks. This short period of time rtiled out the use of mailed questionnaires

which would have required more than four weeks to mail out and receive

back. In addition, LPVRPC preferred that the data be collected in this

manner. Secondly, confronted with a community which is generally under-

educated, has difficulties with the English language and is generally

suspicious of surveys, it was predicted that face-to-face interviews by

bilingtial interviewers would result in a higher response rate than mail

questionnaires or telephone interviews.

Early on the decision was made to conduct strxictured interviews.

The first draft of the structured interview schedule (questionnaire) was

mailed to the New England Farm Workers' Council and a copy sent to the
r

LPVRPC for review. The LPVRPC recommended some revisions in the schedule;

the revisions were made by the Project Director and the preliminary

version of the interview schedule was completed along with the Spanish

translation.

Since the preliuninary draft of the interview schedule meant the

face-to-face interview would rvin 45 minutes to an hour and 300 interviews

had to be completed in less than four weeks, three interviewers were

hired to conduct the interviews. One male and two females, all three fuUy

bilingual and Spanish, were hired to collect the data for the study.

The interviewers were given one day of training and began interviewing

in the community.
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The interviewers and the Project Director met to review the results of the

first couple of days of interviewipg , The interviewers were asked to indicate

any difficulties they encountered using the structured interview schedule as

it was written; thus, the first two days of interviewing were intended as

a quasi-piloting of the survey iBstrmnent . Some revisions were made on the

instrument (e.g. it was shortened so the interviews would be no longer than

45 minutes) by both the NEFWC and the LPVRPC. The f inal - version of the

English and Spanish interview schedules was used to complete a total of

300 face-to-face interviews with Hispanics in the City of Holyoke.

Interviews were conducted days and evenings, on weekdays and weekends.

Data Preparation

After interviews were completed, the Project Director began coding the

complete! questionnaires as the interviewers continued to conduct interviews.

After initial coding of the questionnaires was completed, the data was entered,

with the use of a Fortram program, into the Cyber computer at the

University of Massachusetts.
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SUMMAKY OF FINDINGS AMD MARKETING STRATEGY

According Co our estimaCes, approximately one quarcerC25 percenc)

of the Hispanics in Holyoke ride the PVTA buses ac least once a

week. An additional 25 percent ride the buses no more than a few

times a month and about half of the Hispanic population (50 percent)

hardly ever ride the buses(either never or no more than a few

times a year)

.

Since we did not at the time of this writing have access

to similar estimates for the general Holyoke population, we can-

not say whether Hispanics, on average, ride the bus more or less fre-

quently than other groups in Holyoke, Suffice it to say, that

half of the Hispanics make use of the PVTA buses at least once a

month while the other half hardly ever make use of the buses-

According to our findings, the typical Frequent user of the

PVTA bus service is female(60 percent), under the age of 25 years

(67 percent), has a median age of 19 years, is able to read and

speak English (80 percent) and is likely to be a student (50 per-

cent) or unemployed(25 percent).

In between the Frequent riders and the Non-riders, we discerned

a distinct group of riders,. -"which we labeled Moderate riders. This

jroup of riders make regular use of the buses on a monthly basis,

riding the buses regularly but no more than a few times a month.

The typical Moderate rider could be characterized as female (60

percent), under the age of 34 years(78 percent) » has a median age of

23 years, is somewhat less likely to be comfortable with English than

are the Frequent riders, and is likely to -be ascuden;{32 percenc), or an un-

employed person (34 percent) or housekeeper (20 percent).
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Finally, che third group we discerned were labeled Non-riders,

persons who never ride che bus or ride no more than a few cimes

a year. This group was jusc as likely Co be male as female, more

likely co be becween the ages of 25 Co 34 years (28 percenc) and

under che age of 16 years (27 percenC) and hase a median age of

27 years. In general. Non-riders cend Co be somewhac older Chan

persons in eicher of che ocher Cwo groups of riders.

In looking for differences across each of che chree cypes of

bus riders, we were unable Co discern any paccem using che scandard

socio-demographic variables reported ChroughouC chis reporC- wich

che excepcion of being a student. In short, scudents were the

most likely persons to be Frequent riders; however, there were no

other real differences across the three types of riders with respect

to age, sex, employment status or language ability. Note that age,

is in fact confounded with being a student, so that we can

state thacjounger persons are infect more likely to be Frequent

riders as compared to older persons.^

Attitudes Toward PVTA

In general, the respondents expressed a favorable overall

evaluation of PVTA services; however, there were some negative

evaluations on specific aspects of the PVTA services.

First, the good news. Overall, almost 75 percent or three

quarters of the respondents thought che PVTA services provided in

their community were good or very good- There were no differences

among the chree cypes of riders eicher- All chree expressed che same

overall posicive assessment of PVTA services.

There was, however, some negacive reaccion when we asked

respondencs co evaluate 12 scaCemenCs concerning different aspects
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of che PVTA services. The female respondencs felt chac:l) Che bus

scops were noc conveniencly locaced; 2) che buses did noc run fre-

quencly enough; 3) che bus drivers are noc courceous; and 4) chey

didn ' C always feel comfortable leccing cheir children ride che buses.

Also, persons over 45 years of age felc che buses jusc did

noc go where Chey wanted to go.

The analysis of attitudes toward specific aspects of PVTA

suggest that sizeable minorities of the respondents don't feel

comfortable letting their children ride the buses; however, this

we think basically refers to very young children who are not riding

buses by themselves anyway. Second, altnost 40 percent of the res-

pondents think the buses do not run frequently enough; 33 percent

don't think the bus fare is reasonable 7 another 30 percent don' t

think bus schedule information is readily available; 33 percent

feel the buses are not usually on time and 28 percent think the

location of the bus stops are not conveniently located and that

buses don't go where Chey want them to go.

Of course, we assume PVTA is not in a position to change the

bus system to Improve the ratio of negative to positive attitudes

for all the items noted above; however, as we will note later in

the report, PVTA can work to improve its image with respect to

at least some of these items.

Obstacles To Increased Rldership

We also were able to ascertain some of the things which

deter people from riding the bus. In short, we presented the

respondents with a list of 19 reasons which may or may not have

been important factors in their decision not Co ride che bus.

Several reasons were frequently mencioned regardless of Che cype
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of bus rider the respondenc happen to be.

Firsc, almosC all respondents mentioned not having bus

service on Sunday as a deterent to riding the buses more often. In

brief, Sunday is apparently a day when the weekly chores having j

been taken care of , people would like to go out, see a movie,

visit friends and relatives or jusc go out for recreation. Frequent,

Moderate and even Non-riders would apparently make use of the bus

service if it were provided on Sunday.

Overall, respondents thought chat travelling by car was ja«i a more

convenient alCemaCive to the bus. Besides the two reasons jusc

scaced, several ocher faccors all related Co language came up as

reasons for noc riding Che buses. For example, a£ lease 40 percenC

of Che respondents menCioned noC being able Co gee bus informaCion

in Spanish (59 percenC), noC being able Co ask che bus driver for

informacion (44 percenc); and having crouble reading bus information

in English (42 percent) as imporCanC reasons for decictt^ noc Co

ride che buses. In addicion, respondencs also claimed chac Che buses

don'c ruQ- aC Che Cimes chey need chem (55 percenc)i Che waic is Coo

long becween buses (50 percenC) , ChaC chey don'c know when Che

buses come (41 percenc), and chac che buses are simply never on cime

(40 percenc) as imporCanC factors in deciding not to ride the PVTA bus.

The weight given to each of the 19 factors which we elicited

responses for varied markedly by type of bus rider. The findings

in Table 6.2, presertei che^ dif f arerrc:© across each of che chree

Cypes of riders. Nevertheless, the items listed above, accurately

summarize the faccors most affeccing bus ridership.
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MARKETING PVTA

One of Che overriding objectives of chis study was to

identify marketing opportunities and problem situations with

respect to increasing PVTA bus ridership. In this section, we

elaborate on both the opportunities for increasing bus ridership

and the obstacles toward increased bus ridership among members

of the Holyoke Hispanic population.

Opportunities for Increasing Ridership

It is apparent from the findings of this sui-vey, that there is

a clear demand for bus services on Sunday and for an increase

in the number of hours bus services are provided during weekdays.

1. Bus Service on Sunday

Almost invariably when we asked respondents what was

the most important reason in deciding not Co ride the PVTA buses,

the response was Chat there were no services available on Sunday.

In fact, even for the Non-riders in our study, no service on

Sunday was ciced as Che second most imporcanc reason for deciding

noc to ride che buses. Of course, implemencacion of such service

would be a major undercaking for PVTA; however, aC lease for

Hispanics in Holyoke, Che demand and need for such service is chere.

2. Need for Bus Services aC Differenc Times

Anocher imporCanC faccor involved in Che decision noC Co ride

the buses had to do with Che cimes Che buses run. Clear majoricies

of Frequenc riders (58 percenC ) and Moderace riders (61 pircenc)^

as well as Non-riders (50 percenC)^ claim chac Che buses don't run

at the times they need them. When we asked what times they wanted the

buses to run, it was clear that for the most part they wanted buses

to run somewhat later into the evening. Of course, there were persons
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vho vanned 24 hour bus services buC by and large, respondencs

(irrespecc ive of type of rider) simply wanced service past 6 PM.

Our reading of their responses suggest most persons would be

satisfied with an extending of hours till about 9 PM. In short,

what respondents were saying is that they wanted to get home from

the laalls by bus- All told, there is a strong demand for extending

bus service a few hours past the current limit.

Problem Situations

1. Issue of Language

Several of the major reasons for deciding not to ride the

buses centered around the issue of language. For all three

types of bus riders, several of the top 10 reasons for not taking

the bus were related to having trouble with bus information

written in English. As we noted elsewhere in the-report, though

am^ority of the respondents say they are able to read and

speak English we could not ascertain how well they are able to do

30. However, majorities of Frequent, Moderate, and Non- riders all

said that they had decided(at some time) not to take the bus

because they could either not get the information in Spanish, had

trouble reading the bus information in English or felt they

would have trouble asking the bus driver for direction in English

-

We argue that providing the Hispanic cornnunity with bus

schedules and other PVTA material, written in Spanish, would help

increase bus ridership- However, let us qualify this statement.

In order for bus schedules, maps and other naaterials to be useful,

they must be easy to use, clear
^ basically not confusing. Of

course, this should be the rule for any produce meant to be read by

a general audience. In short, che -_3-erial , part icularly che scheduiles
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and bus rouCes, should be produced wiclian eye coward simpLicicy

and claricy. PVTA is obviously in che posicion Co produce such

document based on Cheir past experiences.

The major point being made here is that bus ridership among

Hispanics could be incre^^sed with the distribution of PVTA.

materials wriccen in Spanish. In fact, our survey results . indicate

that approximately 93 percent of respondents not currently using

the bus schedules would definitely or probably use the schedules

if they were available in Spanish^ Additionally, 96 percent of

the respondents would definitely or probably use the PVTA central

telephone information system if information were provided in

Spanish.

The translation and cost of producing Spanish materials is a

one -time fixed cost. THe investment is relatively small compared

with the increase in ridership revenues to be gained over the

span of just one year. Note that it is important that the

translation of any materials be done preferably by a professional

translator.

2. Cost of Travelling By Bus

Moderate and Non-riders in our survey both mentioned that the

cost of travelling by bus had deterred them from ridigg. Approxi-

mately, 40 percent of the Moderate and Non-riders said that it was

costly to travel with their families and that they could not afford

a double fare. Given the stark economic realities of today, it is

unlikely that PVTA will cut its fares. However, we suggest that

PVTA continue to look into extending their system of bus

transfers.
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3 . The Perception that PVTA Susas are Never on Time

A majoricy of Frequent, Moderate and Non-riders said that

they have at times decided not to take the buses because they

felt that buses were never on time or that they would Vavs. to wait

too long for a bus. It may, in fact, be true that the buses

always come late or that chey do not run frequently enough. The

monitoring of such events is obviously something PVTA is concerned

about and has undoubtedly undertaken to do. We argue her?, however,

that with the widespread distribution of bus schedules and maps

in both English and Spanixh, this perception among Hispanics may

change in a more favorable direction. If bus schedules and maps

are made readily available and riders make use of then, then

persons may realize chat Che buses do come at the schedule cimes.

Again, if Che Hispanic community has bus schedules

and maps available Co Chem and chey begin to use them on a

regular basis, it is hoped chaat Che problems related co chinking

Che buses are not on Cime will diminish.

Discribucion of PVTA MaCerials

Our findings indicaCe a clear need for Che distribution

of more printed materials among the respondents. This , of course,

leads to the question. of what is the besc way of distributing Che

material. Below are some recommendations for the distribution of

PVTA information.

1. One of the major findings of the study was that young persons^

in general^ and students in particular are some of PVTA ' s most fre-

quent customers. The high frequency of ridership among this group
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suggescs chac an inexpensive and efficient way of discribucing

PVTA material is through the local schools, particularly the

high schools. Obviously, this distribution is not meant to be

geared toward Hispanic students only, but to all students in -

general. Note that as we argued earlier the information when

distributed through the local school system should be provided

in both English and Spanish.

In addition, to getting PVTA material to students , distri-

bution of PVTA information through the schools will insure

that the parents of the students will eventually see copies of

this information.

2. In addition to distributing materials directly to students ,

respondents suggested other places they wish to see PVTA bus

information. Specifically, we asked the respondents for recomcendations

for where PVTA can provide bus information. Based on their

suggestions, we would recommend distribuTing PVTA material in the

following places (also see Table A—7 in the Appendix)

.

a) At PVTA bus stops
b) On the PVTA buses themselves
c) Ac the main bus stop at City Hall
d) At local stores (e.g. grocery stores)

Usi^ of the Media

In addition to distributing PVTA materials through the local

schools, in the buses themselves, or leaving such material in local

shops, PVTA should consider using some form of mass media to make

Hispanics aware of the services provided and where they can be ob-

tained.
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1. Newspapers

National sCudies indicace chac among Hispanics radio and

television are more popular media forms than are newspapers.

Those findings are in accord with what we found in our survey.

Approximately 60 percent of the respondents never or seldom read

Che newspapers. However if PVTA does decide to advertise via the

newspaper, we found that the most frequently read newspaper was

Che Holyoke Transcript (47 percent of Che respondents read ic) fol-

lowed by Che Vocero , a Spanish newspaper prinCed in Puerto Rico

( 42 percenC of the respondencs read Ic). Also, five percenc

of Che newspaper readers read che Morning Union .

2. Radio

We recommend chac PVTA advercise on che radio chrough

Spanish language stacions in order Co make Hispanics aware of

iCs bus services, parcicularly the cencral Celephone information

syscem. The reasons for focusing on che radio are several. FirsC,

nacion^l scudies indicace chac Spanish radio scacions serve as che

primary source of informacion for many Hisppnics, parciculary

Chose wich low incomes, chose over 34 years of age and females.

Second, Hispanics have higher liscening levels Chan che non-Hispanic

populacion. These findings are consistent with our own. Approximacely

,

93 percenc of che respondencs listen Co the radio everyday or at

least a few cimes a week.. Though we did noc Cap ic in our survey,

ocher surveys of Hispanics indicace chac che cine period wich' che

highest Hispanic liscening levels is from 10 AM Co 3 PM, Monday

Co Friday. The worse time period to advercise is from 3 Co 7 PM.

The most frequently listened Co radio stations among our respondents

are La Grande. -WQXQ (listened to by 56 percenc of the respondencs) and
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La Gran Cadena which programs half a day in Span ish ( lis cened Co

by 46 percenc of che respondencs)

.

Topics Requiring Further Research

We begin this section with a disclaimer, namely that we

did not do well in measuring specific problems the Hispanic

community has with the existing bus routes. Part of the problem

can be traced to oversights at the time the survey instrument

was constructed. However, another part is due to the difficulty

in measuring individual problems with existing bus routes.

In conversations with the interviewers at the end of the data

collection phase, we were told that many respondents had

the following problems. First, interviewers claimed that respondents

felt there were not enough bus routes which brought the buses

directly through the "Flats". Next, respondents also felt that they

needed to walic inordinate distance* to get to High Street.

Thirdly, interviewers mentioned that respondents wanted the buses

that go to Springfield from High St. to nake at least one stop

in the "Flats". Apparently, there is a sizeable traffic of Hispanics

to Springfield.

During the interview itself, respondents who were dissatisfied

with current bus routes were asked to indicate the locations they

would like to see added to the bus routes. In addition, some of

the problems associated with bus routes were elicited ac the end of

survey when we asked respondents if they had any suggestions for

improving PVTA services. In the Appendix are listed both the

preferred bus locations (Table A-1) and the respondents' suggestions

(Table A-4) .
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